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The national security structure of the United States is under attack by the President of the
United States, Barack Hussein Obama. During the six dark years of his term in office, Obama has
governed as one dedicated to undermining the defense, intelligence, and law enforcement
forces of the nation by counterfactually denying the Islamic motive behind the jihadist
terrorism assaulting the civilized world. As a consequence of Obama’s determination to mislead
the nation and obstruct the fight against the Islamic jihadists, he has forbidden the teaching of
Islamic jihad religious war doctrine to train military and civilian Americans charged with
protecting the United States.
Thomas E. Snodgrass
Col, USAF (Ret)
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“When great causes are on the move in the world, stirring all men's souls, drawing them from
their firesides, casting aside comfort, amusement, wealth, and the pursuit of happiness in
response to impulses at once awestriking and irresistible, then it is that we learn that we are
spirits, not animals, and that something is going on in space and time, and beyond space and
time, which, whether we like it or not, spells duty.”
Winston Spencer Churchill, 1941

“To see what is in front of one’s nose needs a constant struggle.”
George Orwell
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The Betrayal Papers: Part I of VI - Under Obama: The U.S. Captured by the
Muslim Brotherhood
The Betrayal Papers series of reports traces the influence of the Muslim Brotherhood in the Obama
administration’s foreign and domestic policies. The six-part series presents a picture of a conspiracy that
is manipulating the American government to the benefit of a totalitarian, genocidal movement that
seeks to establish a global Islamic State.





The Muslim Brotherhood is an international political, financial, terrorist movement whose goal
is to establish a global Islamic State (Caliphate).
The Brotherhood has exerted and continues to exert tremendous influence on the American
government’s foreign and domestic policies under President Barack Hussein Obama.
The violence in the Middle East and across North Africa is a direct consequence of the Muslim
Brotherhood’s effective control over American foreign policy in the region.
The Brotherhood operates through various “civic” front groups, as well as through American
institutions which take their money for operational funding (e.g., Georgetown University,
Brookings Institution).

In America, we have a weak and struggling economy, growing public and private debt, and millions of
un- and under-employed citizens. While a weaponized IRS targets Tea Party groups and other voices of
liberty, and military veterans are labeled as “domestic terrorists” by the Department of Homeland
Security, the federal government refuses to secure our southern border. Educational policy now
includes teaching Arabic and visits to mosques for schoolchildren.
Internationally, America is in retreat. The Middle East is in ashes and in the midst of an ongoing
genocide, replete with daily horrors, the likes of which have not been seen for centuries. Former allies
have been abandoned and are embittered. Under the present leadership in the White House and State
Department, Israel is considered the aggressor and Hamas the oppressed.
In sum, the world is at its most volatile point since the outbreak of World War II.
If you think this is a result of something other than an “incompetent,” “stupid,” or “clueless” President,
words regularly used by those who sense something is wrong but can’t quite bring themselves to own
up to the ugly truth, you’re not alone.
Millions of Americans are realizing that the Obama administration is not merely “misguided.” It is
actually and consciously anti-American, anti-Semitic, anti-Christian, and broadly anti-Western.
Nevertheless, the American public does not yet fully appreciate why and how the administration always
finds itself square against everything this country is based on – religious freedom, capitalism, and justice
under law.
This series of articles will explain the force and mechanics behind Obama’s anti-American global agenda:
the Muslim Brotherhood.
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Al-Ikhwan al-Muslimoon: The Root of Today’s Islamic Evil
Founded in 1928, the Muslim Brotherhood (aka, the Society of Muslim Brothers, or Al-Ikhwan alMuslimoon in Arabic) is an international movement (some would argue an international conspiracy) that
seeks to establish a worldwide Islamic State (or Caliphate). When it was created in the late 1920s, the
Brotherhood was a contemporary of the Nazi Party of Germany. Indeed, the leader of the Muslim
Brotherhood in Palestine, Amin al-Husseini, is considered by some as the man who catalyzed the
Holocaust; for it was only after Husseini visited Hitler in Berlin in 1941 that the systematic extermination
of Jews and other minorities began with industrial efficiency.

Husseini speaking with Hitler in 1941
After the war, despite the insistence by many wartime leaders (Churchill included) that he be brought to
justice, Husseini escaped to the Middle East. He lived there until his death in the 1970s, serving as a
mentor to a young Yasser Arafat. Husseini and the Nazi Party are the connection between the Holocaust
and today’s Middle East genocide.
The Allies’ conscious failure to arrest and prosecute Husseini haunts us today.
A Terror Hedge against Stalin and Soviet Russia
At the beginning of the Cold War, working with former Nazis, the American CIA began to court the
Muslim Brotherhood as an ally against Soviet Russia. This calculus may have made sense when facing
down Josef Stalin, a totalitarian tyrant hell-bent on world domination, but it has proved a costly strategy
in the long run.
In the years and decades that followed World War II, the Muslim Brotherhood evolved into a modern
day Nazi International, not unlike the old Comintern (Communist International). It has a vast network of
financial and business interests across the world; it has agents, supporters, and apologists within
western governments; and it has a support network of “civic” organizations in the West.
These all serve as a cover for its darker and insatiably violent ambitions.
Despite all its intrigue and political gamesmanship, the Muslim Brotherhood is not strictly a political
movement, nor a financial cabal. It’s also the mothership of virtually all Islamic terrorist groups
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operating in the world today, including Al Qaeda, ISIS, Hamas, the Taliban, Boko Haram, and many more.
Such groups, all children of the Muslim Brotherhood’s fanatical Islamic ideology, are today ethnically
cleansing countries such as Libya, Syria, Iraq, and Nigeria of all traces of Christianity. The President of
Egypt, Abdel Fattah el-Sisi, a devout Muslim, has said as much.
Considering how the Muslim Brotherhood and its terrorist pawns have treated fellow Muslims in Egypt,
Libya, Syria, and Iraq, butchering thousdands, including women and children, it should come as no
surprise that Egypt and Saudi Arabia have declared the Muslim Brotherhood a “terrorist” organization.
It should also come as no surprise that the United Arab Emirates has designated Muslim Brotherhood
front groups operating in the United States “terrorist” entities. In November, the UAE effectively
declared that the Council on American Islamic Relations (CAIR) and Muslim-American Society (MAS)
were no different than Al Qaeda. Why? It’s because those organizations share a common origin in the
Muslim Brotherhood. One could add to this list of domestic terrorist collaborators and enablers the
Islamic Society of North America (ISNA), the Muslim Public Affairs Council (MPAC), and the Muslim
Students Association (MSA).
A New HQ in America
Equally alarmingly, all-American institutions such as Georgetown University and the Brookings
Institution have accepted so much money from the Muslim Brotherhood government in Qatar, that their
political positions are virtually indistinguishable from the Muslim Brotherhood's domestic front groups!
Yet, the United States government does not see these organizations and their employees as the enemy,
as apologists for the worst kinds of barbarity. In fact, the highest profile people from these
organizations advise the Obama administration, including the Department of Justice, the Department of
Homeland Security, the FBI, and the National Security Council. In January, the Department of State
actually welcomed the Muslim Brotherhood to a meeting, and shortly thereafter Egypt exploded in jihadi
violence. This is no magical coincidence.
To the detriment of our safety and well-being, the domestic Muslim Brotherhood front groups help
dictate counterterrorism policies. It is their influence which leads to the farcical idea, recently expressed
by Obama at the National Prayer Breakfast, that the Crusades have something to do with ISIS and the
mass murder of innocents in the Middle East today.
These front groups shape our foreign policy, which since the Arab Spring and continuing to this day is on
the side of the Muslim Brotherhood.
So-called “moderate Muslims” employed at these front groups have made the country of Qatar, a
totalitarian sharia-based society, and an “ATM for terrorists,” the closest ally of the United States during
Obama’s Presidency. With enthusiasm from Obama and Eric Holder, they have us emptying
Guantanamo Bay of the most vicious killers and sending them to Qatar, with only the vaguest of security
assurances.
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The remaining five articles will explore the influence of the Muslim Brotherhood on American policy,
both foreign and domestic (including in Common Core, Obama’s position on illegal immigration and
amnesty, and the hostility of the administration toward police officers). The exposé will also detail the
operatives in the government who work to advance the Muslim Brotherhood’s ambitions for a
worldwide Caliphate. And it will put into context the mysterious influence that George Soros and
Valerie Jarrett have over Barack Hussein Obama, his administration, and the policies that affect every
American.
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The Betrayal Papers: Part II of VI - In Plain Sight: A National Security “Smoking
Gun”
The first article of the Betrayal Papers asserted that the Muslim Brotherhood was not only influential in
the United States government, but in fact dominated the administration of President Barack Hussein
Obama. This article will name several key people who were or are in the Obama administration and who
have various, documented associations with organizations which are directly tied to and/or funded by
the Muslim Brotherhood and the State of Qatar (home to Brotherhood’s Spiritual Leader, Yusuf alQaradawi). These individuals have helped dictate national security policies that have crippled
counterterrorism efforts at home and abroad.
The Muslim Brotherhood’s Network of Civic Organizations: Apologists for Terror
In 1963, the first Muslim Brotherhood front group established itself in the United States and Canada: the
Muslim Students Association of the U.S. and Canada (MSA), a group based on college campuses in North
America. Through this organizational foothold, the Brotherhood has recruited and indoctrinated
generations of American and Canadian Muslims into an Islamic belief system that pits Islam against the
world. In more than a few cases, Muslims who join MSA chapters at their colleges have taken this
ideology to its logical extreme: terrorism.
For example, it was recently reported by the Canadian Military Association that eleven (11) of Canada’s
highest profile terrorists were tied to the MSA.
The Muslim Students Association (MSA): The MSA, the first Muslim Brotherhood organization to gain a
foothold in the United States, was founded in 1963. Many founding members were Muslim Brothers or
had connections to the Muslim Brotherhood. The three most significant founders of MSA were Hisham
al Talib, Jamal Barzinji, and Ahmed Totanji, all of whom were MB leaders of Iraqi descent. While a
student at George Washington University, Hillary Clinton's personal aide Huma Abedin was on the
Executive Board of her MSA.
Since the early 1960s, the Muslim Brotherhood’s MSA has given birth to a large number of purported
“civic organizations,” which are anything but civil. We shall now name some of the groups, and establish
the facts that link them to their parent organization, the Muslim Brotherhood.
Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR): CAIR was founded by two individuals with close ties to a
Hamas operative. Hamas, according to its own charter, is the branch of the Muslim Brotherhood in
Palestine. In 2007, founder Omar Ahwad was named as an unindicted co-conspirator in the Holy Land
Foundation terrorist financing trial. In November 2014, CAIR was designated a terrorist organization by
the United Arab Emirates.
Muslim American Society (MAS): MAS was founded in 1992 by members of the Muslim Brotherhood,
according to MAS secretary-general Shaker Elsayed. MAS and the Muslim Brotherhood advocate for
Sharia law in the United States. MAS identifies the Islamic Society of North American (ISNA) and Muslim
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Students Association (MSA) as organizations with the same goal: the “Islamic revival movement.” In
November 2014, MAS was designated a terrorist organization by the United Arab Emirates.
Islamic Society of North America (ISNA): ISNA was created out of four Islamic organizations, including
the Muslim Students Association. Its former president Mohamed Magid was appointed an advisor to
DHS and the National Security Council by Barack Obama in 2011, and was a recent guest at the White
House.
Muslim Public Affairs Council (MPAC): MPAC was founded by members of the Muslim Brotherhood,
specifically Hassan and Maher Hathout, both of whom were acolytes of Muslim Brotherhood founder,
Hassan al-Banna. MPAC supports the Tunisian Ennahda (Muslim Brotherhood) Party leader, Rachid
Ghannouchi, whom they termed “one of the most important figures in modern Islamic political thought
and theory.” Its current President is Salam Al-Marayati, who represented the US to the United Nations
and UNESCO in 2010.
Additionally, a 1991 internal memorandum of the Muslim Brotherhood specifically identifies CAIR, ISNA,
and the MSA in "A list of our organizations and organizations of our friends." (Note: CAIR’s
organizational predecessor, the Islamic Association of Palestine, is named.)
Finally, a federal court named CAIR and ISNA as un-indicted co-conspirators which materially supported
terrorism, in connection with the infamous Holy Land Foundation trial, an alleged humanitarian charity
for Palestine. An incorporating member of MAS, Dr. Jamal Badawi, was named an unindicted coconspirator. MPAC and MSA members are on the record supporting the Holy Land Foundation against
government terrorism charges.
This evidence begs questions from the honest reader:




If these are all independent organizations, why is it that each of them is so neatly tied to the
same parent organization, the Muslim Brotherhood?
Why are most of these organizations named by the Muslim Brotherhood in their own 1991
memorandum?
Why were all involved, directly as unindicted co-conspirators or indirectly as ardent
supporters of the accused, with the Holy Land Foundation trial?

It doesn't take a super sleuth to realize that these organizations are in fact fronts and subsidiaries of one
organization, the Muslim Brotherhood. All one has to do is glance at the published information on their
respective backgrounds, and the fact reveals itself.
The Anschluss (“Annexation”) of Georgetown and the Brookings Institution
You know the sayings. Money makes the world go 'round, and Follow the money, and Money is the root
of all evil. These are important to keep in mind when considering the influence that Qatari money has
had on two institutions as American as apple pie: Georgetown University and the Brookings Institution.
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In 2005, Georgetown University established a new campus for their prestigious School of Foreign Service
in Doha, Qatar (SFS-Q). (It bears stating here that the State of Qatar was the driving Arab force behind
the Arab Spring, which resulted in the Muslim Brotherhood coming to power in Tunisia, Libya, and
Egypt.) Today Georgetown in Qatar has a faculty of more than 35 academics.
As part of Qatar's Education City, Georgetown has had all SFS-Q campus development costs covered by
the Qatar Foundation, a charity with noted links to terrorism. May this, perchance, have some influence
over the education that Georgetown is giving to future American diplomats in Qatar? At the very least,
it may explain some of the blatant anti-Semitic comments in Georgetown’s student newspaper.
The Brookings Institution is also heavily funded by Qatar. In 2013, it received $14.8 million; in 2012,
$100,000; and in 2011, $2.9 million. This explains why Obama had Brookings Vice President (and
purported diplomat) Martin Indyk, negotiating the ‘peace terms’ between Israel and Hamas. Today,
Indyk is busy negotiating with an aggressive and nuclear-aspiring Iran.
Is it any wonder why Israel doesn’t trust the Obama administration? By all reasonable logic, it is on the
side of Qatar and Hamas, which is officially the Palestinian franchise of the Muslim Brotherhood.
The Obama Administration’s Agents
Given that these organizations function in a coordinated ideological manner, indeed they derive from
the same root, it follows naturally that an individual associated with one organization would likely be
associated with many, if not most of the others – not to mention the proxies of Georgetown and
Brookings.
An experiment: Let’s choose seven Obama administration appointees with suspected ties to the Muslim
Brotherhood. Where to pluck these seven from? In December 2013, the Egyptian political magazine
Rose El-Youssef, in an article titled Not Huma Abedin Alone, named six additional Obama appointees it
claimed were operatives of the Muslim Brotherhood. You can read an English translation of the article
here. Let’s see if their claims stack up, based on the information above.
Here are the six named operatives (plus Human Abedin) and their titles in the Obama administration:
Arif Alikhan - Assistant Secretary for Homeland Security for Policy Development. 2009-2010.
Eboo Patel - Member of the President’s Advisory Council to the Office of Faith Based and Neighborhood
Partnerships. 2009-Present.
Huma Abedin - Personal Aide/Chief of Staff to Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. 2009-2013.
Mohamed Magid - DHS Countering Violence and Extremism Working Group. 2011-Present.
Mohammed Elibiary - Senior Member of DHS's Homeland Security Advisory Council. 2010-2014.
Rashad Hussain - U.S. Special Envoy to the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC). 2010-Present.
Deputy Associate Counsel to Barack Obama. 2009-2010.
Salam Al-Marayati - Administration representative to UNESCO and United Nations. 2010.
(Dates in administration reflect a best-efforts estimate based on publicly available information.)
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Now let’s compare their respective affiliations and associations, officially and less formally, across the
above named organizations. We will also include the Department of Homeland Security, which was
recently praised by CAIR for identifying “right-wing sovereign citizen extremist groups,” not Islamic
terrorism, as the prime terrorist threat facing the United States.
Associations of Alleged Muslim Brotherhood Operatives in Obama Administration
Individual

CAIR

ISNA

MAS

MPAC

MSA

Brookings

George
town

DHS

AA
EP
HA
MM
ME
RH
SaM
Color Key
Green: Has worked or works in an official capacity for organization; is a named member of the
organization.
Yellow: Has been associated with the organization (e.g., authored paper on their behalf; spoke on their
behalf and/or at their events; proven personal relationship between the individual and organization’s
leadership, etc.).
Gray: No known or documented association.
No Coincidences
Notice the heavy concentration of green and yellow boxes, including for Georgetown and Brookings, in
the table above. Notice the relatively few gray boxes. Individually these associations mean little;
likewise, had this been just one random appointee in the entire administration, this story wouldn't
warrant the attention of the American public.
The intersection of individuals, organizations, Muslim Brotherhood money, and policy
recommendations paint a picture of a carefully constructed conspiracy operating in plain sight. The
Muslim Brotherhood has hijacked the American government and military and is using them as a tool
to build a global Islamic Caliphate. The conspirators are changing the culture at home to
accommodate sharia law and using law enforcement to demonize ordinary American citizens as
national security threats.
These are Barack Hussein Obama's appointees. This is Barack Hussein Obama's administration and
these are people chosen to advise him on national security and Islam.
From expunging DHS training materials of the threat posed by Islamic doctrine, to corrupting American
foreign policy - the policy ramifications of these and similar appointments will be explored in the next
articles.
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The Betrayal Papers: Part III of VI - Obama’s Scandals and Assaults on
Freedoms Explained
The Betrayal Papers Part I – Under Obama: U.S. Captured by the Muslim Brotherhood, presented a
picture of a conspiracy that is manipulating the American government. Part II – In Plain Sight: A National
Security “Smoking Gun” named several people in the Obama administration who have documented
associations to Muslim Brotherhood front groups and the State of Qatar. Part III will (i) explore the
deliberate strategy of the Muslim Brotherhood and the Obama administration to cripple the middle class
and to steer the American economy, and (ii) identify, to the extent possible, the Muslim Brotherhood’s
role in many Obama scandals.
Introduction
What do Common Core, "comprehensive" immigration reform, and IRS targeting of conservatives
groups have in common? They are just a few examples of Muslim Brotherhood-connected policy
initiatives that are affecting the lives of Americans every day. Under Obama, many new domestic
policies, as well as many scandals, can be traced back to the Muslim Brotherhood.
To understand why America no longer feels like America – why it seems that the government has its
favorites and while others are targeted and even persecuted – it is important to understand two strong
influences on the Muslim Brotherhood. The first is historical: the Nazi Party of Hitler’s Germany. The
second is more contemporary: the strategy developed by Al Qaeda’s strategic mastermind, Abu Musab
al-Suri.
“The Vampire Economy” and Economic Repression
In 1939, German economist Guenter Reimann published a study of the German economy under Hitler.
The Vampire Economy described a corrupt, backwards economy that was not based on any economic
logic, much less on profit seeking, but instead on the politics of the Fuehrer (i.e., Leader), Adolf Hitler.
Like Communism, Nazism was a form of socialism. (The term Nazi is a contraction of the German word
Nationalsozialismus, or National Socialism.) Unlike Soviet Communism, which, at least theoretically,
depended on shared ownership of capital to direct the economy, in Nazi Germany the shops, farms, and
factories remained, nominally, in private hands.1 Yet the outcome was basically the same in both Soviet
Russia and Nazi Germany: total control over the economy by the Leader and the Party.

1

The nominal private ownership which was centrally directed by the Nazis was called Zwangswirtschaft, German
for “compulsory economy.” Writes the famous economist Ludwig von Mises in Human Action, “The second pattern
[of socialism] (we may call it the Hindenburg or German pattern) nominally and seemingly preserves private
ownership of the means of production and keeps the appearance of ordinary market prices, wages, and interest
rates. There are, however, no longer entrepreneurs, but only shop managers (Betriebfuehrer in the terminology of
Nazi legislation). These shop managers are seemingly instrumental in the conduct of the enterprises entrusted to
them; they buy and sell, hire and discharge workers and remunerate their services, contract debts and pay interest
and amortization. But in all their activities they are bound to obey unconditionally the order issued by
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In Germany, the pseudo-legal rationale used by the Nazis was regulation, which was subject to change
on a whim. If you stepped outside the regulations, you were punished with fines, political persecution,
imprisonment, and possibly shipped off to a concentration camp. Sound familiar?
Yet pervasive corruption in the Third Reich ensured the rules applied differently to those in favor, and to
those who opposed the Nazis. Specifically, in such an economy, there are party members in good
standing, and there were dissidents. Party members can break rules with impunity, while dissidents face
public character assassinations, blacklisting, and more.
This calls to mind Obamacare's implementation. Certain companies (approximately 1,200 in fact)
received waivers from the law. Other businesses were forced to provide health coverage for abortions
against the will and conscience of the business owners (though the Supreme Court later overruled this
regulation). A similar comparison can be made for the fines and prosecutions unequally levied on banks
for violating a myriad of complex and overlapping regulations.
Abu Musab Al-Suri’s Plan to Cripple the American Economy
Although most Americans know the name Osama bin Laden, very few know the name Abu Musab alSuri. While bin Laden provided the charisma and wealth to found Al Qaeda, al-Suri, one of his top
lieutenants, provided valuable strategic advice to the fledgling jihadi network. A member of the Muslim
Brotherhood from the time he was a student, al-Suri rose to become a member of the Brotherhood’s
military command in 1982.
Al-Suri was a calculating thinker, who recognized that bringing down America (and the West in general)
would require something different than mass murders. He urged the targeting of high value targets,
such as infrastructure, which would force the United States to incur significant economic costs. As an
example of this strategy in practice, Al-Suri was the architect of the 2004 Madrid train bombings. There
is a good case to be made that the World Trade Center was long in Al Qaeda’s sights precisely because it
was a bastion of capitalism, an important hub of New York City’s communications network, and the
home of many prominent companies.
Of course, there’s little sense in physically targeting an economy which has already been knuckled-under
by onerous, impossible to keep-up-with regulations issued by Obama’s bureaucracies. Various sectors
of the American economy have already been effectively taken over by the Muslim Brotherhood-driven
Obama administration, including: healthcare, banking, energy, agriculture (think EPA and FDA), and
transportation. In late February, the Obama administration, without the consent of Congress or the
people, seized untold new powers to regulate the internet.
Meanwhile, as the government unapologetically intrudes into every aspect of life and business, a case
can be made that the middle class is being systematically bankrupted. Financial columnist Charles Ortel
government’s supreme office of production management. This office… tells the shop managers what and how to
produce, at what prices and from whom to buy, at what prices and to whom to sell. It assigns every worker to his
job and fixes his wages. It decrees to whom and on what terms the capitalists must entrust their funds. Market
exchange is merely a sham.”
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has shown that the economy is fundamentally as weak as it has been in a generation. Following the
collapse in 2008, the government pumped in trillions of dollars to supposedly stabilize and jumpstart the
economy (recall the misnamed "Stimulus"). But as of January 2015, there were fewer core jobs in the
private sector economy than ten years earlier. Compounding this economic morass is national debt: in
roughly the same period (2005-2014), debt has increased $16.5 trillion, to $58 trillion. Finally,
information from 2012 and 2013 (the most recent data available), shows pre-tax incomes decreasing for
high, middle, and low income earning households.
Abu Musab al-Suri had a terrorist superstar with Osama bin Laden. However, when it comes to
economically knee-capping the American economy, Barack Hussein Obama has proved far more
effective than the cave rat, Sheikh bin Laden.
U.S. Chamber of Commerce in Doha, Qatar – Bipartisan Influence by Muslim Brotherhood
What would be powerful enough to exert this stifling influence (described above) over the American
economy? What entity could be that pervasive as to reach into big business across the nation?
In February 2010, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce established its first legal Chamber outside the U.S. in
Doha, Qatar. Qatar, the reader should be reminded, is a prolific financier of terror. Qatar is also home
to the spiritual leader of the Muslim Brotherhood, Yusuf al-Qaradawi, now an Interpol fugitive. The
Chamber represents American business and also has an expressly political and diplomatic mission. In
the words of the Chamber’s Executive Vice President and COO, David Chavern, AmCham Qatar is
“another concrete example of positive U.S. Engagement with the Muslim world.”
Among the companies and organizations that are premier sponsors of AmCham Qatar are ExxonMobil,
The Boeing Corporation, Carnegie Mellon Qatar, Northwestern University in Qatar, and Fluor.
Moreover, the following companies have significant involvement with the State of Qatar: Lockheed
Martin, Bloomberg, Bank of America, Miramax, among many more.
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce, with its close ties to Qatar, is by far the largest lobbying spender in
Washington ($136.3 million in 2012). Business is a bipartisan pursuit, which means that money from
Qatar – which is arguably today’s most prolific financial sponsor of Islamic terror – carries great weight
in both Republican and Democrat circles.
Indeed, Republican Senator Lindsey Graham is on the record last year as saying, “I’m going to embrace
being a Chamber of Commerce Republican.” He was part of a bipartisan Senate delegation to Qatar this
January which also included Senators John McCain (R-AZ), Bob Corker (R-TN), John Barrasso (R-WY),
Angus King (I-ME), and Tim Kaine (D-VA).
The Brotherhood’s Connections to Policies and Scandals of the Obama Administration
In June 2012, The Daily Caller reported that the Council on American Islamic Relations (CAIR) had
attended “hundreds” of meetings with the Obama administration. Recall that CAIR is a Muslim
Brotherhood front organization very closely tied to Hamas.
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Why so many meetings? What incredible portfolio of business does CAIR have to discuss with an
American administration? What follows is a snapshot of various policies and scandals that are linked,
often directly, to Muslim Brotherhood individuals and organizations, and their goal of “civilization jihad.”
Militarization of the Department of Homeland Security: While running for President, Obama stated
several times that America needed a civilian national security force that matched the might of the U.S.
military. Candidate Obama stated in 2008, “We've got to have a civilian national security force that's
just as powerful, just as strong, just as well-funded.”
To many, this sounded like a call for a militarized federal police force. Given that DHS has been advised
by such people as Mohammed Elibiary, Arif Alikhan, Eboo Patel, and Mohamed Magid, each of whom
has documented ties with the Muslim Brotherhood, is it not possible that DHS has been weaponized as a
force against the American people by the Islamists?
Domestic Spying and Wiretapping: While journalists at AP and Fox News have been subjects of
wiretapping ordered by Eric Holder's misnamed Department of Justice, the NSA's dragnet on regular
Americans has been revealed to be broader than virtually anyone suspected.
Curiously, the spreadsheets that were leaked detailing the email tracking of Muslim American leaders
stop in 2008. CAIR Director Nihad Awad is listed as a target, as is Faisal Gill, a Republican operative who
held a top-secret security clearance with the Department of Homeland Security. The spreadsheets were
leaked in 2014 by former NSA contractor Edward Snowden.
Purge of Military Officers and Christianity: Over the past several years, the U.S. military has been
purged of hundreds of high ranking officers. Many of these dedicated military officers were dismissed
based on trivial offenses. Occurring simultaneously is a purge of Christianity, indeed even Bibles, from
the U.S. military.
Anti-Police Protests: In conjunction with the militarization of DHS, state and local law enforcement have
been targets of the Obama administration and Eric Holder’s Department of Justice. This anti-police
agenda culminated last summer with riots in Ferguson, Missouri and violent protests New York City.
Among the most prominent groups involved in these protests was ANSWER, a pro-Palestinian group that
had on its original steering committee the Muslim Students Association.
Finally, the NYC cop killer Ismaaiyl Abdullah Brinsley stated on his own Facebook page that he was
previously an employee of the (Muslim Brotherhood) Islamic Society of North America (ISNA). At the
time of the killing, the president of ISNA was Mohamed Magid, an advisor to Obama, DHS, and the
National Security Council.
Immigration and Amnesty: Revealed in a recent editorial, “Between 2010 and 2013, the Obama
administration imported almost 300,000 new immigrants from Muslim nations — more immigrants
than the U.S. let in from Central America and Mexico combined over that period.” Given the paucity of
background and security checks, as well as the high incidence of terrorism from such countries, it is any
surprise that the FBI now admits that ISIS is active in all 50 states?
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The Muslim Public Affairs Council (MPAC), another Muslim Brotherhood front organization operating in
the United States, conveniently issued a policy paper in September 2013 calling for “comprehensive
immigration reform.”
Moreover, in January the Obama appointed Fatima Noor, a veiled Muslim woman, to the position of
“Special Assistant in the Office of the Director for U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services in the
Department of Homeland Security.” Other than her religion, her credentials are very thin.
It is hardly an exaggeration to state that the administration is taking gradual steps to eliminate the very
concept of American citizenship. In fact, a recent White House conference call made it explicit that
these new immigrants are not supposed to assimilate into American society, but instead establish their
own ethnic communities within the United States. Does this remind anyone of Gaza, or the no-go zones
in Europe?
Common Core: Even classroom education has not escaped the tentacles of the Muslim Brotherhood.
The connection between Common Core and the international terror group is through, once again, Qatar.
The Connect All Schools initiative is a program to promote “One World Education.” It is aligned to
Common Core State Standards, and is funded by the Qatar Foundation International (QFI). The director
of QFI’s Research Center for Islamic Legislation and Ethics is Tariq Ramadan, grandson of Muslim
Brotherhood founder, Hassan al-Banna.
According to WND, in 2011 QFI “partnered with the Department of State and the U.S. Department of
Education to facilitate matchmaking between classrooms in the U.S. and international schools through …
the “Connect All Schools” project.” QFI explains on its own website that the initiative was founded in
response to Obama’s infamous 2009 Cairo speech, during which Obama had the Muslim Brotherhood
seated in the front row.
Participation of the Qatar Foundation International puts in proper context the ever more prevalent
cases of Sharia (i.e., Islamic law) incursions into American schools, such as: girls forced to cover up like
devout Muslims on school-sponsored trips to mosques; Islamic vocabulary lessons in high school; the
teaching of Islamic culture; the teaching the five pillars of Islam and “A call to jihad;” and Qatar investing
$5 million to teach Arabic in schools.
Finally, any treatment of Common Core would not be complete without mentioning the involvement of
another one of Obama’s mentors, domestic terrorist Bill Ayers. Ayers received $49.2 million from
Vartan Gregorian, a board member of Qatar Foundation who is also part of Obama’s White House
Fellowships Commission. Gregorian is an integral part of Connect All Schools.
IRS Targeting of Conservative and Pro-Israel Groups: The targeting of Obama's political enemies is
reminiscent of the politicized bureaucracies of all tyrannies, from Nazism to Communism and everything
in between. Among the persecuted by apparatchik Lois Lerner were: hundreds of conservative groups,
Constitutional groups, groups that criticized Obama, five pro-Israel groups, and an 83 year old Nazi
concentration camp survivor.
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As usual, the pattern of targeting conservatives, Israel, and Jews in general is the trend of the Obama
administration ... and of the Muslim Brotherhood. The IRS targeting nearly mirrors DHS's profiling of
"right wing sovereign citizens and extremist groups" as the primary terrorist threat facing the country, a
concept which was CAIR approved.
In addition to suppressing political enemies, the IRS has actually enabled the Muslim Brotherhood
through Obama's half-brother, Malik. In 2011, the IRS granted a 501(c)(3) status to two groups
connected to Barack Obama's half-brother, Malik Obama: the Barack H. Obama Foundation (BHOF), and
Mama Sarah Obama Foundation (MSOF). This process was fast-tracked by Lois Lerner after the fact, in
contrast to conservative 501(c)(3) applications.
This would not be of particular concern, but for the fact that Malik Obama has documented associations
with the Muslim Brotherhood, wanted terrorists, and terrorist organizations. These include Sudan's
Muslim Brotherhood leader Omar al-Bashir, the organizers of the infamous 2010 Gaza Flotilla, and
Hamas. In fact, contravening all standard practices, the IRS granted the tax exempt status to BHOF
retroactively, after it was learned that Malik was falsely and criminally representing his organization as a
charity (which, at the time, it was not). A full report on these activities was produced by the Shoebat
Foundation, and can be read here.
The George Soros Connection
In more than one of these instances, the fingerprints of billionaire investor (and breaker of nations and
currencies) George Soros can be found. Soros operates a vast network of various "leftist" front
organizations. In reality, these organizations are anything but liberal. They regularly attack capitalism
and Israel, and they fund the subversion of American society. It is not the intention here to dissect
Soros's network and political machinations, but to place him in context in the above scandals.
Combating "Islamophobia": Soros has "donated" $10,117,186 to the Center for American Progress
since 2000. One of the major initiatives of CAP is to combat "sharia hysteria" by the "religious right."
Ferguson unrest: Soros's Open Society Institute donated $33 million in one year to various activist
groups in Ferguson who were active in the protests and subsequent destruction.
Immigration: Prominent Muslim American immigration lawyer Rabia Chaudry is employed by another
Soros-controlled group, the New America Foundation. Previously Chaudry was Media Relations Director
of CAIR-CT.
Common Core: A project of the Soros-funded Center for American Progress (CAP), Common Core was
conceived under the direction of John Podesta, while he was President of CAP. Podesta is currently
Counselor to Obama, and also a Visiting Professor at Georgetown University Law Center. (Note:
Georgetown has a campus of their School of Foreign Service in Doha, Qatar. All campus costs are fully
covered by a grant of the Qatar Foundation, which also funds aspects of Common Core.)
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Net Neutrality Regulation: According to Washington Examiner, Soros funded "net neutrality" groups to
the tune of $196 million. Net neutrality was adopted in February by a committee vote of the FCC, and is
widely expected to be used to regulate content on the internet and television.
Conclusion
Tyranny, whatever name it's given, has one recipe. It starts with a base of fear, it's spiced with terror,
and served with sides of persecution and intimidation. The poorer and more desperate the people
become, the more readily they will meld into the pottage of political domination by their government.
Taken alone, none of these events would be of much concern in a country of 300+ million people. Even
the general feeling of depression and oppression by government could be overlooked as a result of
global economic conditions, many of which are out of the control of even the President of the United
States.
But viewed together through the lens of the Muslim Brotherhood's plan to dominate America and bring
her down from within, dismissing them as coincidence would be to ignore a carefully constructed plan.
Whether attacks on cops, downright crazy immigration policies, the persecution of American citizens by
the IRS, or the takeover of school curricula, there is a rhythm to all of these scandals that jibes
seamlessly with the song of the Muslim Brotherhood.
Evidence above suggests a bipartisan infection, a betrayal of the American people by the crony
establishment in both parties. What will it take before the pundits, politicians, and regular Americans
start to demand answers and accountability from the people in their own government who are each day
plotting their demise, and will only be content when the American people are destitute and servile?
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The Betrayal Papers: Part IV of VI - A New Genocide
Introduction
Part I of The Betrayal Papers explained the history and context of the Muslim Brotherhood’s influence in
the American government.
Part II looked at the associations of seven Obama officials with Muslim Brotherhood front organizations
in the United States.
Part III traced the Muslim Brotherhood’s and the State of Qatar’s influence on domestic policy and
Obama administration scandals.
Part IV will examine foreign policy under Obama. It will explain how the Obama administration and U.S.
Department of State have used the American military and standing in the world as tools to kick-start the
creation of a new Islamic Caliphate. Obama’s unconscionable enabling of, and silence regarding, a new
genocide will be revealed. Finally, this article will offer a reassessment of America’s allies, and which
countries we have lost as friends.
"The transformation of America has been in the full swing ever since 2008. President Obama's no-show
in Paris was an embarrassment for all Americans. But it also was a signal to the Islamic jihadis. It's one
of the many signals he's sent over the years while he's in office. Now there's no question: We got a hell
of a job ahead of us... with the Muslim Brotherhood penetration in every one of our national security
agencies, including all our intelligence agencies."
-

Admiral James 'Ace' Lyons, speaking at the Center for Security Policy

Is Obama a Muslim?
This is the question that many Americans and people around the globe are asking themselves lately.
From his refusal to label the Islamic State “Islamic,” to his lecture about the Crusades at the National
Prayer breakfast, what once was taboo is now starting to be verbalized.
Yet this may be the slightly wrong question to ask. The ruling establishment of Saudi Arabia, home to
Islam’s holiest sites, Mecca and Medina, is rightly considered an authoritative voice of Islam. In case you
missed it, the Saudis have emerged as some of Obama’s biggest critics.
In doing so, the Saudis also revealed the truth regarding the Arab Spring.
Writing in the Saudi daily Al-Jazirah, columnist Dr. Ahmad Al-Faraj, while supporting Israeli’s Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s speech before Congress, not only called Obama “one of the worst U.S.
presidents;” he also exposed the nature of so-called “democratic revolutions” in the region. Stated alFaraj:
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“Since Obama is the godfather of the prefabricated revolutions in the Arab world, and since he is the
ally of political Islam, [which is] the caring mother of [all] the terrorist organizations, and since he is
working to sign an agreement with Iran that will come at the expense of the U.S.'s longtime allies in the
Gulf, I am very glad of Netanyahu's firm stance and [his decision] to speak against the nuclear
agreement at the American Congress despite the Obama administration's anger and fury.”
Translation: Obama served as a mouthpiece for, and armed, the Muslim Brotherhood (i.e., “political
Islam”) revolutionaries in Egypt, Tunisia, Libya, and Syria. He was aided in this incredibly destructive
policy of jihad by Secretary of State Hillary Clinton until her resignation in 2013, and has been further
aided by her successor, John Kerry.
The original Muslim Brotherhood, the Ikhwan, was banished from Saudi Arabia in 1927. The
conservative Wahhabi Saudi royals have traditionally had little use for exporting jihad, and indeed are
one of the United States’ oldest strategic allies in the region. Despite Americans’ revulsion at Saudi
Arabia’s application of barbaric sharia (i.e., Islamic) law in their own country, outside the Kingdom
Saudis have every reason to maintain the status quo with neighbors, including Israel, Jordan, and Egypt.
That means keeping the Muslim Brotherhood out of power.
The pertinent question is not whether Obama is secretly a Muslim, per se, but rather if Obama is a
secret Muslim Brother. That is the real question.
The Words of Obama, Dalia, and Rashad
If we take the Saudis, the most influential Gulf country, seriously, then it follows that Obama and his
administration must have had a plan for the Arab Spring that goes back several years, i.e. to 2008.
Part II of The Betrayal Papers identified seven Obama administration officials who had/have associations
with several Muslim Brotherhood front organizations in the United States (CAIR, ISNA, MSA, etc.). It also
tracked their associations with Georgetown University and the Brookings Institution, both recipients of
significant amounts of money from the State of Qatar, the home of many prominent Muslim Brothers.
One of those officials is Rashad Hussain, who is Obama’s Special Envoy to the Organisation of the Islamic
Conference. In August 2008, Hussain co-authored a paper for the Brookings Institution called
Reformulating the Battle of Ideas: Understanding the Role of Islam in Counterterrorism Policy. The
paper, which calls Islam the “strongest ally” in the “global effort to end terrorism,” explicitly calls for the
American government not to reject political Islam, but to utilize Islamic scholars and Islamic
“policymaking” to reject “terrorism.” It also recommends that “policymakers should reject the use of
language that provides a religious legitimization of terrorism such as ‘Islamic terrorism’ and ‘Islamic
extremist.’”
Is it any wonder now why Obama says that the Islamic State “is not Islamic?” This is the deceptive
language of the Muslim Brotherhood, recently welcomed to the White House.
Let’s now turn our attention to a report co-authored by Dalia Mogahed, who was a member of Obama’s
Advisory Council of Faith-Based and Neighborhood Partnerships and influential in writing Obama’s
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nefarious 2009 speech in Cairo. Additionally, Mogahed is currently listed as a member of Georgetown’s
Berkley Center for Religion, Peace, & World Affairs.
Mogahed was part of the Leadership Group on U.S.-Muslim Engagement. Other members of the group
were former Secretary of State Madeline Albright, Imam Feisal Abdul Rauf (of World Trade Center
Mosque notoriety), and Muslim Public Affairs Council's Ahmed Younis. The report issued by the group
called for engagement and cooperation with political Islam, and specifically with the Muslim
Brotherhood:
“The U.S. must also consider when and how to talk with political movements that have substantial
public support and have renounced violence, but are outlawed or restricted by authoritarian
governments allied to the U.S. The Muslim Brotherhood parties in Egypt and Jordan are arguably in
this category. In general, the Leadership Group supports engagement with groups that have clearly
demonstrated a commitment to nonviolent participation in politics."
Indications of a plan to work with the Muslim Brotherhood were evident as early as June 2009, when
the President went to Cairo's Al-Azhar University to address the Muslim World. The audience included
prominent members of the Muslim Brotherhood whom Obama insisted on having seated in the front
row. Said Obama, "[The] partnership between America and Islam must be based on what Islam is, not
what it isn't. And I consider it part of my responsibility as President of the United States to fight
against negative stereotypes of Islam wherever they appear."
With the statements of the Saudi journalist, Hussain, Mogahed, and Obama himself in mind, presented
below is a thumbnail sketch of the Arab Spring and its consequences, and the intersection between the
Obama administration and the Muslim Brotherhood. This is only a fraction of the evidence that proves
Obama has worked hand-in-hand with the Muslim Brotherhood to transform the Middle East.
Tunisia
In Tunisia in 2011, the government of Ben Ali fell after a man self-immolated, sparking a wave of
protests. Subsequently, Tunisia elected the Muslim Brotherhood Ennahda party, with a plurality of 37%
of the vote. In October 2014, Tunisia elected a secular government.
Libya
Libya exemplifies the essence of the so-called Arab Spring, an anarchic Muslim Brotherhood revolution
that thrives on violence and chaos.
In such ungovernable disarray are significant parts of Libya today, that it is actually being used as a
staging ground by ISIS for an invasion of Europe.
Despite repeated warnings and advice by the United States military to leave Muammar Gaddafi in
power, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and President Obama launched a disastrous war against the
Gaddafi regime, leaving a power vacuum for Al Qaeda and the Muslim Brotherhood to fill.
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Practically, Libya served as an armaments bazaar for the Muslim Brotherhood and all associated terrorist
groups. Libyan weapons have ended up in the hands of jihadis across North Africa, potentially
contributing to the stockpile of arms of Boko Haram. These weapons were also sent to Syrian rebels,
including groups who are now part of ISIS.
Currently, an ongoing proxy war rages in Libya. The anti-Muslim Brotherhood countries of Egypt and the
United Arab Emirates battle Qatar and Turkey (close allies of the Obama administration) and the local
Islamic terrorists.
Benghazi
Benghazi and all the mystery that surrounds it can mostly be dispelled in a few short paragraphs. A few
facts will inform the reader, and then the attack that killed four Americans on September 11, 2012 can
then be put in the larger context of a Muslim Brotherhood-guided American agenda.
First, the February 17 Martyrs Brigade, aka Ansar al-Sharia, was hired to guard the compound by the
American government. In a word, they are a jihadi militia.
Second, the compound in Benghazi was crawling with CIA agents. According to CNN’s Jake Tapper,
there were “dozens” of CIA personnel present the night of the attack, and the Obama administration has
gone to “great lengths” to obscure their activities. Many speculate that Ambassador Stevens was a CIA
asset in the State Department.
Third, only hours before the attack, Stevens met with a Turkish ambassador at the compound. Turkey, it
should be recalled, was a transshipment point for some Libyan weapons that were shipped out of the
country to jihadis elsewhere.
Fourth, the Muslim Brotherhood Morsi government of Egypt was involved with the attack. In fact, some
of the terrorists were caught on video saying “Don’t shoot! Dr. Morsi sent us!”
These facts beg the question: If Ambassador Stevens was in fact overseeing a gun-running operation to
Islamic/jihadi/Muslim Brotherhood militias, why would the same people kill him?
Given the above evidence, the prominent theory that Stevens was going to be a trade for the Blind
Sheikh, Omar Abdel-Rahman, seems a plausible explanation. (Morsi was dedicated to the release of
Rahman.) And this theory is endorsed by no less an authority than retired four star Admiral James
Lyons.
Once this plan went spectacularly wrong, a number of other things occurred, which fit into the larger
picture of a Muslim Brotherhood-controlled Obama administration.
In an alarming breach of protocol and duty, Obama’s Special Advisor, Valerie Jarrett, issued the order
to the military “stand down.” In other words, she ordered that Stevens and the other Americans be left
to fend for themselves against a well-armed jihadi militia.
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Regarding the now infamous Talking Points scandal involving Susan Rice, et. al., that blamed the attack
on an obscure and poorly produced movie, an MSA member from George Washington University was
copied on the email sent by Ben Rhodes (who wrote Obama’s 2009 Cairo Speech).
Finally, George Soros is also connected to this scandal. The Obama-appointed lead investigator for the
attack was Ambassador Thomas Pickering, who has ties to CAIR, a well-known Muslim Brotherhood
front group in the United States. At the time of the investigation, Pickering was the co-chair of the
Soros’ International Crisis Group. He is still a trustee.
Egypt
So much has been written about Obama’s decision to force the resignation of Hosni Mubarak, and the
subsequent election of Mohamed Morsi to the Egyptian Presidency, that the space here will be used
only to reinforce some key and lesser known points.









Mubarak was the lynchpin of regional stability, the president of the most populous Arab
country who maintained not only peace but a strong relationship with Israel and the United
States.
Mohamed Morsi likely joined the Muslim Brotherhood through the Muslim Students
Association in America, while he was a student at University of Southern California.
The wife of Mohamed Morsi was a long-time friend of then-Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton.
When Morsi came to power and began to implement sharia law, Obama promised the Morsi
government $8 billion in exchange for land in the Sinai for Palestinians (Hamas). Once Morsi
was removed, following a brief, murderous, and highly destructive reign of power, Obama
immediately withheld military aid to Egypt.
Through 2013, the Clinton Foundation received between $1 million and $5 million from
Qatar.
It appears likely that close Obama friends, the domestic terrorists Bill Ayers and wife
Bernardine Dohrn, played a significant role in fomenting the protests which led to the
resignation of Mubarak. Terrorist birds of feather flock together.

In case you were wondering, Obama advisor Dalia Mogahed considered the ouster of Morsi a “coup,”
and CAIR and ISNA were likewise critical of the restoration of secular law in Egypt, which no doubt has
prevented the slaughter of countless Coptic Christian lives.
Syria, Iraq, and ISIS – A Lost War, a Genocide, and a Rape of Humanity
Say what you will about Bashar al-Assad, he and his father Hafez have always strongly opposed the
Muslim Brotherhood. Indeed, Mustafa Setmariam Nasar, aka Abu Musab al-Suri, a lieutenant of Osama
bin Laden and architect of the Madrid train bombings, spent most of his life trying to overthrow the
Assads and implement sharia law. (Not only is Nasar Syrian, his nom de guerre “Al-Suri” means “the
Syrian.”) As late as 2008, none other than Nancy Pelosi was hobnobbing with the secularly minded
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Assads. John Kerry and his wife Teresa Heinz Kerry also dined with, and were entertained lavishly by,
the Assads in 2009.
What Obama has unleashed in Syria by supporting jihadi rebels is an apocalyptic force of total
depravity that specializes in genocide and cultural annihilation. There are few words that do justice to
the evil, inhumanity, and unbelievable cruelty that define ISIS and their end-of-times approach to
warfare.
Not only does ISIS set people on fire, but it also beheads and tortures children. Americans are
bombarded with these images in the daily lives. Equally as atrocious and appalling, it openly and
gleefully destroys everything pre-Islamic. Much like the Buddhas in Afghanistan that the Taliban
dynamited, ISIS believes in the Islamic concept of Jahiliyyah, which demands that all traces of civilization
before the time of Mohammed the Prophet be erased.
ISIS is literally rampaging across the cradle of civilization, Mesopotamia, laying waste to some of
humanity’s oldest faith communities, artifacts, and landmarks. Simultaneous to the modern day
Holocaust that is happening to ancient Christian communities in the occupied regions, ISIS trumps even
the art-hoarding Nazis in their total disregard for all things that make us human.
In the face of this unspeakable crime against humanity, Obama has not once mentioned the ongoing
genocide, much less the irreplaceable loss of culture and tangible history. The airstrikes ordered by
Obama and his advisor Valerie Jarret against ISIS have been described as “pin-pricks.” This shows that
they are either lackadaisical in the face of the genocide, or more likely do not wish to be bothered. So
committed is Obama to America’s defeat in the Middle East that he has appointed the above-mentioned
Rashad Hussain, a documented supporter of political Islam, as a social media “warrior” to lead the cyber
charge against these subhuman savages.
In time, the enormity of this crime will be examined through a historical lens. A few decades from now
people will wonder how the liberty-loving United States elected a hollow, morally insipid man named
Barack Hussein Obama, who armed and trained a jihadi army that destroyed our common human
heritage and murdered entire tribes by the thousands.
Of great concern, domestically the soulless ISIS is now operational in all 50 states (according to the FBI),
and ISIS training camps have been discovered in various states. A not-so-unexpected consequence of
Obama’s open borders policy, indeed.
Regarding Iraq, it is no surprise and it is not hyperbole to simply state the obvious: Obama and the
Muslim Brotherhood surrendered Iraq to the enemy, willingly and consciously. Into this void steps an
emboldened and rejuvenated Iran.
Afghanistan
Much like Iraq, Afghanistan is in the process of being surrendered to the Taliban. Not only has the
administration and (Afghan President) Karzai negotiated with the Taliban, they also idly watched as the
same terrorists who hosted Osama bin Laden set up an embassy in Doha, Qatar. A national intelligence
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estimate as early as December 2013 predicted that all progress would be lost once a military drawdown
began.
True to form, seven months after this estimate was released Obama swapped one American deserter,
Bowe Bergdahl, for five high ranking Taliban commanders released from Guantanamo Bay, and a
significant sum of money.
Following Obama’s policies, all the American blood and treasure spent liberating Afghanistan will be
sacrificed by Obama, to the absolute benefit of the Muslim Brotherhood.
As a postscript, it will be noted that a primary source of Taliban funding, poppies for opium, have seen
record Afghan crop yields in 2013 and 2014.
Nigeria
While #BringBackOurGirls may have been a temporary PR win for the Obama administration, it obscured
the fact that the administration has been consistently enabling the growth of the jihadi army of Boko
Haram by downplaying it as a threat. As if on cue, in March Boko Haram pledged allegiance (bayah) to
the Islamic State.
According to one report that rings true, Boko Haram began with a $3 million grant from Osama bin
Laden. One senior U.S. intelligence official stated, regarding the matter, “There were channels between
bin Laden and Boko Haram leadership… He gave some strategic direction at times.” This connection
evidently does not phase the Obama administration and U.S. Department of State.
As Andrew McCarthy wrote regarding the Clinton State Department’s position on Boko Haram:
“Instead, ignoring what Boko Haram pronounces its goals to be, the Obama administration portrayed it
as a diffuse organization with no clear agenda that was ascendant due to the policies of the Nigerian
government (which is under Christian leadership).”
Hillary Clinton’s successor at State, John Kerry, sings the same tune, while thousands of Nigerians are
massacred. Following air strikes by the Nigerian government, Kerry urged restraint, warning Nigerian
President Goodluck Jonathan “to respect human rights and not harm civilians.”
Meanwhile, this African scourge has amassed a “massive army” that is reportedly stronger than the
Nigerian Army. Defeating Boko Haram will likely take the coordinated efforts of Nigeria and neighboring
Cameroon, which has close ties to a very sympathetic Israel. The French Army is right now operating out
of Mali in Nigeria, contributing to the fight against the jihadis.
Israel
There is so much in the news regarding Obama’s falling-out with Israel and Prime Minister Netanyahu
that little needs to be added here. The likely breaking point in the relationship was Obama’s and Kerry’s
siding with Qatar and Hamas during the war last summer; and, more recently, with the obvious
intention of Obama to permit Iran to develop nuclear arms capabilities. In March, it was reported that
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Obama appointed another Hamas-connected advisor, Robert Malley, to coordinate Middle East policy
for the White House.
The deplorable disrespect and insults hurled at Netanyahu by the Democrats during his visit are the
mirror image of an America whose college campuses have been overtaken with a virulent anti-Semitism.
Still, this chapter would not be complete without mentioning the integral part that Obama's friends Bill
Ayers and Bernardine Dohrn, terrorists themselves, played in launching the diplomatically catastrophic
"Peace Flotilla" - boats from Turkey, filled with military supplies and other goodies, for Hamas.
Iran
Into the grand void, the power vacuum, created by the Arab Spring, steps a nation largely unaffected by
the Arab Spring: Iran. In fact, when Iran nearly embraced modernity and secular government with its socalled “Green Movement,” Obama and the Iranian-born Valerie Jarrett stood conspicuously on the
sidelines. Years in the making, the protestors and activists who challenged the Iranian mullahs paid
dearly for their attempt at overthrowing the Islamic Republic while Obama’s administration remained
silent and watched them get smashed.
An historic moment was totally squandered.
Whether it is in Yemen or in Iraq, Iran is the beneficiary, net-net, of the Arab Spring. Even as their
Supreme Leader openly calls for the destruction of Israel, the Obama administration proceeds
undaunted with negotiations that would give them nuclear capabilities and the means to strike the
Middle East, Europe, and the United States with intercontinental ballistic missiles.
Conclusion
The Citizens’ Commission on Benghazi put it this way: Obama “switched sides in the War on Terror.”
The evidence presented above is but a glimpse into the preponderance of open source, published
information that supports the Commission’s conclusion.
We are now faced with a totally new geopolitical situation: geographically, politically, and militarily.
With the body count growing by the day, and with a far larger war looming on the horizon, one would
think that the responsible parties still left in government would pause, reflect, and begin to reverse
course before it is too late. Yet as recently as December, NATO hailed its partnership with terrorist
financier extraordinaire, the Gulf State of Qatar. This is tantamount to openly declaring allegiance to
the Muslim Brotherhood, a totalitarian and genocidal movement whose actions we see manifested
daily.
The ultimate fallout from this historic, awful change in American policy may very well be a war of untold
destruction. In the meantime, it is observed that some of America’s former allies have already decided
that we, as agents of jihad, can no longer be trusted. Egypt is forming a closer relationship with Putin’s
Russia, as is Saudi Arabia. India, which had moved closer to the United States under George W. Bush,
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has also turned toward Russia. France, with the rise of the National Front party, may very well be next
to look east to Moscow. And Israel is openly courting new strategic alliances.
Truly, there have been few times in American history when our national commitment to morality,
decency, and humanity has been so genuinely open to question. If the majority of the American people
understood what has already been risked by this president and his Muslim Brotherhood-aligned
administration, they would demand immediate resignation and a full investigation of the government
agencies which are in league with, and give aid and comfort to, the enemy.
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The Betrayal Papers: Supplemental Article - And the Press Says Nothing...
The first four parts of The Betrayal Papers have presented a nearly unfathomable scenario: a takeover of
the country by a foreign, hostile party. (See Part I, Part II, Part III, Part IV.) This supplemental article
addresses the problem of Muslim Brotherhood infiltration in the nation’s capital and throughout the
American establishment.
The United States of America, primarily through the political left and Democrat Party, has been virtually
colonized by the Muslim Brotherhood. Also known by its Arabic name, Ikhwan, the Muslim Brotherhood
is a totalitarian, terrorist Islamic group that seeks our destruction because we are a free people.
We witness the Muslim Brotherhood's planned destruction of America in many areas of contemporary
life. A purposefully weak economy fails to produce the capitalist dynamism that has defined America for
generations, and many millions remain unemployed. Abroad, the Muslim Brotherhood's domination of
American foreign policy instigated and backed the failed “Arab Spring,” which may ultimately result in
Iranian domination of the Middle East. We feel its suffocating effects on our democracy every day, as
our freedoms, traditions, opportunities, and rule of law slip away. The people suffer as prices continue
to rise and the public sinks into a bottomless pit of debt.
The hostile, conquered government in Washington strangles our liberty each time Obama, like a selfcrowned emperor, passes new regulatory laws without Congress.
Each of these trends is related to the predominant problem in America today: the rise of the Muslim
Brotherhood to a place of eminence in American government – the Executive, the Presidency. The
People's office, established by Article II of the Constitution, is now either occupied by a Muslim Brother
in Barack Hussein Obama, or a man who happens to go along with their every policy at every turn.
To understand the nature and evil of the Muslim Brotherhood, recall its intimate involvement with
Hitler’s Nazi war machine and Holocaust. This genocidal syndicate has given birth to virtually
all major Islamic terrorist groups and their various offshoots. Financially, it has the backing of Qatar,
whose ruling Al-Thani family is likely the world’s richest family.
Within the United States, Muslim Brotherhood fingerprints are on the administration’s biggest scandals:
IRS targeting of conservative groups, eavesdropping on the press, the scrubbing of counterterrorism
material of the words “Islam” and “Muslim,” NYC police murders in December 2014, Benghazi, and
more.
In Syria and Iraq, to the extent that these countries still distinctly exist and are not viewed as part of an
emerging Islamic caliphate, the Muslim Brotherhood is directly responsible for the rise of ISIS and the
entire Arab Spring. The Obama-backed project to replace strongmen in the region (e.g. Mubarak,
Gaddafi, Assad) is such a failure that Libya today is in a state of anarchy, occupied by ISIS's bloodthirsty
armies, who are training to invade Europe.
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Paralyzed by Inaction and Complicity
The U.S. Congress refuses to act. They are in denial, and well paid to be so. Lobbyists and government
perks keep Congressmen fat, happy, and stupid. The U.S. Chamber of Commerce has a regional
headquarters in Doha, Qatar, home of the Brotherhood’s spiritual leader Yusuf al-Qaradawi. Indeed,
some of America’s most respected companies do business with the Al-Thani family, which last year
pledged $1 billion to the terrorist government, including Hamas, in Gaza. Georgetown University and
the Brookings Institution are also in this sand-swept desert oasis of revolutionary Islam, along with many
other top-tier universities and think tanks.
So far has the establishment, in particular the Obama administration and the progressive left, merged
with the global Muslim Brotherhood, that Harvard University and Northwestern University are actually
helping build an Islamic sharia law school in Qatar – a country which has been aptly nicknamed an “ATM
for Terrorists.”
There are enough hard, verifiable facts available on Muslim Brotherhood’s infiltration of Washington,
D.C. that there is no need to stretch the truth. Qatar’s associations with the nation’s capital and the
players who run it are enough to fill a volume, or two.
So why doesn’t the Press report just the facts?
What is the reason for such an incredible failure by the press to inform the American people of the dire
state of their government under Barack Obama? There are several.
Many advisors to Obama are married into the media, or have worked in media themselves prior to
joining the administration. Both Ben Rhodes and Susan Rice have familial connections with powerful
executive in (what was once known as) the free press. Four times more journalists identify as liberal
compared to conservative. Evidently, with the case of Brian Williams coming to light, some in the media
don’t care about the truth and would rather make up bald-faced lies.
Yet the biases above don’t fully explain the conspicuous silence of the mainstream press on the Muslim
Brotherhood. For it is no longer bias or loyalty that sways the press, but fear.
The Obama administration has proved that it will stonewall, punish, illegally wiretap, and in general
make life difficult for inquisitive members of the press. A case in point is Sharyl Attkisson, who refused
go along with the official lies regarding Benghazi. Her documented harassment by the administration
sends the intended message, and most spineless editors and producers listen: shut up and report what
we say, or else!
Overseas, an aggressive Russia is looking to reassert the power it had under the Czars and the
Soviets. Civil unrest in Ukraine has resulted in a war that threatens Russia’s economic
security. Simultaneously, Russian-allied Syria, on the Mediterranean, is under attack by U.S.backed terrorists, referred to by the administration and parroting media as “moderates” (according to
Director of National Intelligence, James Clapper).
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When it comes to the genocide and cultural annihilation of Middle Eastern Christians and other
minorities, the word in Washington is mum.
Today’s parallels with the 1930s are hard to miss. In an ominous signal of what may come, Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu called all European Jews to Israel. All signs point to the conclusion that a
much broader war is on the horizon unless something big changes, and fast. And because our allies
have very little trust in us, as we continue to back a genocidal Islamic movement, the country finds itself
with few international friends and in considerable danger.
If we want to change our future, it behooves us to face reality, no matter what it is. The Muslim
Brotherhood is not going to disappear on its own – it is too entrenched. One potential first step would
be to formally designate that the Muslim Brotherhood and all affiliated groups as terrorist entities. This
has already been done in Egypt, Russia, Syria, the United Arab Emirates, and Saudi Arabia. It is most
definitely not “Islamophobic.”
Following the designation, patriotic law enforcement must conduct a thorough investigation of all levels
of government, and prosecute all guilty parties according to the Constitution.
Most urgently, the people must demand action! Before too much more time passes, before it is too late.
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The Betrayal Papers: Part V of VI – Who is Barack Hussein Obama?
Introduction
The Betrayal Papers have thus far investigated and explained the Obama administration and its alliance
with the international terrorist organization, the Muslim Brotherhood. The articles analyzed several
aspects of White House policy, foreign and domestic, and compared them to the objectives of the
Muslim Brotherhood.
Parts V and VI will explore the personal ties that bind Obama, as well as the progressive American left,
to the Muslim Brotherhood.
This is a portrait of a conspiracy that has reached unprecedented heights of global control.
“A riddle wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma”
Has there ever been a president whose personal history is so murky, so questionable, and so baffling?
All one must do is recall the allegations, still open for debate and research, that checker Obama’s
background. Laid out below are some of these allegations, not to be proved or disproved, but to remind
the reader that Obama’s personal history is replete with question marks.











A 1991 promotional literary pamphlet featured a short biographical sketch of Obama, and
claimed he was “born in Kenya and raised in Indonesia and Hawaii.”
What is his actual name? The only publicly available school record for Obama lists him as an
Indonesian citizen named Barry Soetoro.
Moreover, on an immigration document from 1965, Obama’s mother included the name
“Soebarkah” under Barack Hussein Obama. This is likely a name given to him by the Islamic cult
of Subud, to which his mother proudly and openly belonged.
For a reason yet to be explained, Obama’s Social Security number begins with the prefix 042,
which corresponds to Connecticut, a state in which Obama has never lived.
Regarding his academic records, recall that Obama attended three universities: Occidental
College, Columbia University, and Harvard University. His academic records with these three
institutions have never been revealed, despite efforts by investigative reporters. The student
body president at Columbia University during Obama’s time there, Wayne Allen Root (once the
Libertarian Party Vice Presidential candidate) has stated publicly that he never met or even
heard of Obama while at Columbia, and cannot find any classmates of his who remember him
either. Root, like Obama, was a political science major.
While campaigning for President, candidate Obama presented himself as a “Professor” of
Constitutional Law while at the University of Chicago. Yet this turned out to be untrue. In fact,
he was a “Senior Lecturer,” a title and position significantly less prestigious than Professor.
Finally, the best known and most researched of these allegations is the issue of Obama’s birth
certificate. From his days as a candidate in the Democrat primary, the place of Obama’s birth
has been in contention. While Obama has insisted he was born in Honolulu, Hawaii in 1961,
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there are others who claim he was born in Mombasa, Kenya; there is even a copy of his
purported Kenyan birth certificate. Moreover, apparently trustworthy sources swear that the
Long Form Birth Certificate is a forgery.
All these questions leave the investigator with only one choice: to define Obama not by his inconsistent
biographical details, but by his associations and actions.
The Communist Prelude: Frank Marshall Davis, Obama’s Mentor
As documented extensively in Paul Kengor’s book The Communist, Davis ranks high among Obama’s
early life influences. A literal card-carrying member of the Communist Party USA (CPUSA), Davis was
considered by the FBI an enemy of the state.






Frank Marshall Davis, a known Soviet Communist and admirer of Josef Stalin and Adolf Hitler,
was a friend of Obama’s mother’s father, Stanley Dunham.
The Communist Davis lived in both Hawaii and in Chicago. He was Barack Obama’s mentor
through the 1970s, until his departure for Occidental College in 1979.
Davis was also a pornographer. In his book Sex Rebel, he wrote excitedly about having sex with
minors. Pedophilia was not unusual for Communists of the era: Harry Hay, another Communist
and associate of Davis, was reportedly an advocate of NAMBLA, the National Man-Boy Love
Association.
In 1995, in a broadcast on Cambridge Municipal Television, Barack Obama described Davis as “a
close friend of my maternal grandfather, a close friend of gramps” and “fairly a well-known
poet.”

Irrespective of the publicly accepted, sanitized biography of young Obama, the historical facts establish
that his primary political mentor was a Soviet Communist sex offender, introduced to him by his
mother’s family.
Tell me who your friends are, and I’ll tell you who you are
George Soros
George Soros, aka György Schwartz, is the Hungarian-born billionaire investor and financier behind a
tangled constellation of progressive front organizations. Among these front organizations are: The Open
Society Foundation/Institute, ACORN, Think Progress, the Center for American Progress, Code Pink,
Occupy Wall Street, National Council of La Raza, the Tides Foundation, MoveOn.org, the New America
Foundation, and the International Crisis Group. As one writer wrote succinctly in 2011, “Essentially, the
entire leftist wing of the Democrat party, including the President can be tied to George Soros in some
way.”


Soros was born in 1930 in Budapest, Hungary, to a Jewish family. He grew up in wartime
Hungary and was an admitted Nazi collaborator who turned other Jews over to the Nazi
authorities. To this day, he has stated that he has no remorse for his actions of turning in Jews
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to the Nazis and having their property confiscated. As Soros said to 60 Minutes reporter Steve
Kroft it was “the happiest time of my life.”
Soros is a financial manipulator and breaker of currencies. In 1992, Soros crashed the British
pound when he made a bet it would correct against the Deutschemark.
Soros has a history of using government influence for personal gain. In 1999, Bill Clinton’s
Secretary of State Madeline Albright blocked a $500 million loan by the U.S. Import-Export Bank
to the Russian oil company Tyumen. Tyumen planned to use this money to acquire one of
Soros’ companies and a Siberian oil field, and apparently Soros felt his deal wasn’t sweet
enough. A few months later, Albright did indeed approve the loan, but only after Soros was
guaranteed additional protections for his interests at the expense of Tyumen.
This pattern repeated in 2009, when the U.S. Import-Export Bank announced a “preliminary
commitment” to lend $2 billion to the Brazilian oil giant Petrobras. This caused the shares in the
company to rise 27.9% from April 2009-August 2009 (the time of the announcement). Soros, a
major shareholder in the company, profited handsomely.
In 2002, French authorities prosecuted Soros for insider trading. In 2012, the government of
Russia issued an arrest warrant for Soros for violating Basel II financial regulations.
Obama’s foreign policy and the Arab Spring are intertwined with Soros’ interests. In 2008 the
International Crisis Group (aka ICG, a Soros front), issued a paper that urged the Egyptian
government to allow the Muslim Brotherhood to form a political party. Anyone with
knowledge of the Muslim Brotherhood’s activities in Egypt from the 1940s onward, which
include assassinations and terrorism, understands the necessity of the Egyptian government’s
hard line on the terror group.
Interestingly, ICG is also home to Ambassador Thomas Pickering, the Obama administration’s
lead investigator for Benghazi, as well as Robert Malley, who was recently appointed by Obama
to a prominent position to lead Middle East policy, despite a history of connections to Hamas.
In a 2011 op-ed for the Washington Post, Soros himself referred to Israel – not Hamas – as the
“stumbling block” in Middle East peace. In the same piece, Soros encouraged the Muslim
Brotherhood to be given a seat at the table in Egyptian political life, and urged Obama to
support the Arab Spring overthrow of ally Mubarak.

Bill Ayers and Bernardine Dohrn
Of all the nefarious personal relationships of Barack Hussein Obama, the bloodthirsty couple of Bill
Ayers and wife Bernardine Dohrn are perhaps the most unsettling. In the 1960s, Ayers and Dohrn were
notorious radicals, anarchists, and terrorists – declared enemies of American society.
Ayers and Dohrn hosted a meet-and-greet fundraiser for candidate Obama when he first ran for public
office. Indeed, Obama’s political career was launched from the couple’s living room in Hyde Park.


Bill Ayers’ father was Tom Ayers, President of Commonwealth Edison (the power company of
Chicago) from 1964-1980, and Chairman from 1973-1980. The Ayers family was close to the
corrupt Daley political machine and involved in various philanthropic causes, and Bill was a son
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of considerable privilege. The Ayers family connection to power production is important to note
in connection with the Chicago Climate Exchange, which will be detailed in Part VI.
Despite his mainstream upbringing, Ayers gravitated to terrorism and revolution. In 1969, he,
Dohrn, and other radicals founded the Weather Underground. From its inception until the early
1980s, this group of nihilist anarchists would claim responsibility for targets that included police,
an R.O.T.C. building, the home of a judge, New York City Police Headquarters, and The
Pentagon.
Dohrn and Ayers lived for a time as fugitives together, and eventually married. But due to legal
technicalities neither Ayers nor Dohrn ever served time for their crimes.
The couple has two sons. Both were, curiously, given Islamic names: Zayd and Malik.
Ayers has admitted not once, but twice that he is author of the Obama’s memoir, Dreams of my
Father: A Story of Race and Inheritance, published in 1995.
On September 11, 2001, a review of an upcoming book by Bill Ayers appeared in the New York
Times. In the memoir Fugitive Days, Ayers recounted his time on the lam. Wrote Ayers in the
book, the lines which were reprinted in the Times the morning of September 11: “Everything
was absolutely ideal on the day I bombed the Pentagon,” and “I feel we didn't do enough.”
A few hours after that edition of New York Times hit newsstands on 9/11/2001, four planes
were hijacked by Al Qaeda. Two of them brought down the World Trade Center. Another
crashed in a field in Pennsylvania. And the other slammed into the Pentagon, once a target of
Bill Ayers, scarring the symbol of American military might and killing 125 people.
Consider the psyche of Dohrn (from 1991-2013 a professor at Northwestern Law School) who,
upon hearing of the horrific murder of actress Sharon Tate (where a fork was stuck into her
nine-month pregnant belly) by psychopath Charles Manson’s gang, stated: "Dig it. First they
killed those pigs and then they put a fork in pig Tate's belly. Wild!" Dohrn then adopted the
"fork salute" for the Weatherman.
Years after 9/11/2001, Dohrn and Ayers would openly associate with Islamic terrorists. First, in
connection with the 2010 “Peace Flotilla,” a terrorist smuggling operation originating from
Turkey that sought to arm Hamas in Gaza. The rabid couple’s attraction to terrorism was
enabled by the Soros front group, Code Pink.
In 2011, Ayers and Dohrn teamed up with Code Pink once again when they crashed the
revolution in Egypt’s Tahrir Square to help oust American and Israeli ally Hosni Mubarak.
Reliving their youth, they pulled a page from their old playbook, teaching the protestors how to
organize their very own “day of rage.”

Valerie Jarrett
No figure in the administration holds more sway over Barack Obama than his Senior Advisor, Valerie
Jarrett. Officially in charge of the Offices of Public Engagement and Intergovernmental Affairs, her
Twitter handle - vj44, as in "Valerie Jarrett, 44th President" - conveys a truer sense of her power. Yet
not even one American voted for President Jarrett.
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Valerie June Bowman Jarrett was born in Shiraz, Iran in 1956 to James and Barbara Taylor
Bowman. An examination of Jarrett’s family is the key to understanding her influence in
Chicago.
Jarrett’s father James, a Howard University graduate, was, at the time of her birth, working as a
physician and geneticist in Iran. Her mother Barbara’s family is deeply connected to Chicago
politics. Jarrett’s maternal grandfather was Robert Taylor, who was on the board of the Chicago
Housing Authority, a municipal corporation. To this day the Robert Taylor Homes, a public
housing project, bear his name.
A political appointment, Jarrett was not subjected to confirmation by the U.S. Senate. Yet
according to every published account, it is she who is the true center of gravity in the
administration. Ranging from healthcare "reform" to negotiating with terrorist Iran, the Senior
Advisor, not the President, calls the shots at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue.
The few murmurings which have come out regarding Jarrett's omnipresence in the White House
have not been flattering. According to one former administration official, "It’s pretty toxic... She
went to whatever meeting she wanted to go to—basically all of them—and then would go and
whisper to the president. Or at least everyone believed she did. ... People don’t trust the
process. They think she’s a spy."
Even Obama’s former Chief of Staff, Rahm Emanuel, according to author Jonathan Alter, was
"tired of being undermined by Valerie Jarrett" when he resigned from his position.
Given Jarrett’s political force in the capital, the media's curiosity about Jarrett's background,
governing principles, ideological beliefs, and business dealings has been conspicuously lacking.
One of Robert Taylor’s (Jarrett’s grandfather) business partners was Rufus Cook. Rufus’s exwife, Ann, is a cousin of Jarrett’s. Cook is also a legal counsel for Louis Farrakhan’s Nation of
Islam, based out of Chicago. In 2007, the country was shocked when a video emerged that
showed the pastor of Obama’s church, Reverend Wright of Trinity United Church of Christ,
saying of September 11, 2001, “America’s chickens are coming home to roost.” This was a
borrowed line, originally spoken by the Nation of Islam’s silver-tongued spokesman, Malcolm X,
referring to the assassination of President John F. Kennedy.
Indeed, TUCC’s Reverend Wright and NOI’s Louis Farrakhan are thick as thieves. In 1984, Wright
and Farrakhan traveled together to Libya to meet the “Mad Dog of the Middle East,” Muammar
Gaddafi.
Another Jarrett cousin is Antoinette “Toni” Cook Bush, daughter of Rufus and Ann. In 2013,
Toni, a Chicago lawyer, was hired as the head lobbyist for News Corp, owner of Fox News. This
is perhaps why Jarrett has been spotted dining with News Corp CEO, Australian Rupert
Murdoch.
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Jarrett’s family has direct connections to Obama’s Communist mentor, Frank Marshall Davis.
Jarrett’s father-in-law, Vernon Jarrett, was a journalist who worked with Frank Marshall Davis
Citizens’ Committee to Aid Packing-House Workers. In his younger years, explains Kengor,
Vernon Jarrett “had been elected to the Illinois Council of American Youth for Democracy, the
CPUSA youth wing.” Finally, Robert Taylor (mentioned above) was on the board of Chicago Civil
Liberties Union with Frank Marshall Davis.

Jarrett, who met Obama in 1991 and introduced him to Michelle, is a part of their family. Given her
connections and power, is it any surprise that she recently said to The New York Times Magazine, “I
intend to stay [in the White House] until the lights go off.”
Tony Rezko
Antoin “Tony” Rezko is the Chicago-based Syrian-American slumlord who arranged a corrupt deal for the
Obama’s home. Rezko, who is currently serving a 10 ½ year prison sentence and was known for
influence peddling through bribery, crafted a special deal in which he loaned money to the Obamas and
donated to their campaign organization … all while setting them up in a mansion in Hyde Park.





Obama’s relationship with the corrupt Rezko goes back decades. Rezko tried to hire Obama to
work for his real estate company Rezmar when he graduated from Harvard Law School. In 2008,
Obama stated that Rezko was a “friend” whom he had “known for 20 years.”
The Chicago Sun-Times estimated that Obama had received “$168,308 from Rezko and his
circle.”
In 2005, Rezko arranged the purchase of the Obama home in Chicago. Because they were not in
the financial position to purchase the house at the time, Rezko made a deal with the owner to
purchase the adjoining empty lot next to the home at an above market price to compensate for
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the Obamas’ below market offer on the home ($1.65 million versus the $1.95 million asking
price).
The Rezko case unfolded before the nation as Barack Obama was ascending to the presidency.
It embroiled Patrick Fitzgerald (who was previously known for prosecuting Vice President
Cheney’s chief-of-staff Scooter Libby), Illinois Governor Rob Blagojevich (who is serving a 14 year
jail sentence), Obama, and Rezko.
The convicted felon Rezko is an associate of international criminal and former Saddam Hussein
agent, Iraqi Nadhmi Auchi.

Nadhmi Auchi
The Iraqi operator Nadhmi Auchi is the sort of rarefied sort of character you would normally come
across in a spy novel. On the surface, Nadhmi Auchi is a business magnate, a dynamo philanthropist,
and an honored citizen of many countries. As was explained by a former senior official of the Defense,
State, and Commerce departments, John A. Shaw, Mr. Auchi made a name for himself as the
international financier and arms dealer extraordinaire of Saddam Hussein. By 1980, Auchi was an asset
of the British foreign intelligence service, MI6. (So multi-faceted is this billionaire mystery man that he
has his own dedicated Wikileaks page.) Auchi and Tony Rezko were partners in real estate and pizza.

Auchi and Governor Blagojevich







Contemporary to the timeline of Obama’s political rise in Chicago, Auchi was building an
influence operation one brick at a time in the very same city. His ties from the Middle East to
America’s Midwest made his enterprise a conduit of Middle Eastern money into the United
States of America.
Shaw writes, “Nadhmi Auchi, despite his purchased respectability in England, was the financial
eminence behind the Chicago-Arab combine, and the man who, with Rezko, helped invent
Barack Obama as a political star.” Through Tony Rezko, his local bagman, Auchi financed and
guided Obama (and Jarrett) into the Oval Office.
While a large shareholder in BNP Paribas, Auchi was involved with the U.N. Oil-for-Food scandal,
which was based on the sale of Iraqi oil.
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In 2004, Auchi was banned from entering the U.S. for scamming the Pentagon on an Iraqi
cellular deal he helped broker. After securing rights to Iraq’s cellular services, Auchi went on to
corner the market on power contracts for the post-war transition, as well.
If Soros personifies the Progressive wing of Obama’s politics, it is Auchi that personifies the wing
of the Muslim Brotherhood. Auchi’s stances on litmus test issues tell who he is, politically
speaking, in the Middle East. Auchi is anti-Semitic, and led support for the Turkish terror flotilla
(an operation which ties him to Ayers, Dohrn, and Soros).
It may seem an odd dichotomy that two people in low cost housing, Valerie Jarrett and Toni
Rezko, and two artful and sophisticated investors, Auchi and Soros (both of whom are convicted
of financial crimes in France), ushered Obama to the presidency. Yet each one of these
individuals shares one lethal trait: they are masters at using government for their personal gain.
Auchi has a history of suing his critics, and silencing those who cause too much trouble. His
reputation as an aggressive litigator and someone who won’t hesitate to kill may have
convinced journalist David Ignatius to think twice about disclosing his knowledge of Auchi’s
activities. For instead of a nonfiction book, Ignatius did indeed pen a spy novel, The Bank of
Fear, based on Auchi’s career.

Rashid Khalidi and Edward Said
Rashid Khalidi is an anti-Semitic professor and historian of Palestine. Khalidi is currently the Edward Said
Professor of Arab Studies at Columbia University. During their Chicago years, the Obamas were close
friends with Khalidi and his wife, Mona. They were also friends with Edward Said, Khalidi’s mentor.








Throughout the 1970s, when Khalidi taught at the University of Beirut, he routinely spoke on
behalf of Yasser Arafat’s terrorist Palestinian Liberation Organization.
The Obamas and Khalidis have been friends for decades. When in Chicago, the Obamas
regularly dined with the Khalidis.
In 1998, the Obamas attended a banquet which featured Edward Said as the keynote speaker.
Said, a Palestinian-American (now deceased), had long been a critic of the State of Israel, which
he referred to as being in “illegal military occupation since 1967.”
In 2000, the Khalidis held a fundraiser for Obama when he was running for Congress. The
following year, the Woods Foundation (where Obama served as a Board member) donated
$40,000 to Mona Khalidi’s charity.
As one pro-Palestinian activist phrased it in 2008, when Obama’s views on Israel and Palestine
were a subject of controversy: “I am confident that Barack Obama is more sympathetic to the
position of ending the occupation than either of the other candidates.”

With the benefit of more than six years of hindsight, it is clear that Barack Hussein Obama (with the
eager cooperation of Secretary of State John Kerry) has been the most anti-Israel, pro-Palestinian
president in United States history.
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The Obamas and the Saids dining together in Chicago (1998)

Conclusion
A man does not become President of the United States without very high powered connections. Usually
these connections are accumulated through a long career of public service, whether in the U.S.
Congress, Executive, or on the state level. Obama rose to the presidency after serving a scant four years
in the U.S. Senate, two of which were spent running for President. Prior to that, he served an
unremarkable seven years in the Illinois State Senate.
Before launching his political career in the living room of American anarchists, Obama was a communityorganizing lawyer for progressive groups. Among them was ACORN, which was instrumental in creating
the housing bubble.
With such little authentic biography available, we are forced to define Obama by his friends. They
include financial and political manipulators and fixers, corrupt businessmen and international criminals,
card-carrying Communists and FBI-identified enemies of the state, terrorists foreign and domestic, and
their academic apologists.
Part VI will conclude The Betrayal Papers with a look at the various interconnected schemes of the
above-named Obama associates.
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The Betrayal Papers: Part VI of VI - The Chicago Connection
This, the sixth and final installment of The Betrayal Papers, will explore various projects, schemes, and
associations that tie Obama and his associates together. A preponderance of these project are based
out of Chicago, the crossroad of the global Left, Islamic “civilization jihad,” and the Communist mafia.
The themes to observe in each case are deception, greed, and power.
To have any chance to retain our freedoms and personal safety, we must recognize the depth of the
treason from within; we must name the perpetrators and conquer them before they end America.
But first, three profiles of key Obama operatives, and one Maurice Strong.
Rahm Emanuel
As Obama’s initial Chief-of-Staff, Emanuel wielded considerable power during Obama’s early years in
office, being the de facto gatekeeper to Obama. A former Clinton man, Emanuel ultimately clashed with
Valerie Jarrett, leading to his departure from Washington, D.C. and return home to Chicago. Since being
elected mayor (a bid supported by Obama & Co.), Emanuel has faithfully served to keep a lid on a
number of Chicago-centric scandals that would damage, perhaps fatally, the credibility of the Obama
administration.
•

Rahm Emanuel is a seasoned political operative in Democrat circles. He served as Bill Clinton’s
Senior Advisor for six years, from 1993 through 1998, and three terms as a Congressman from
Chicago in the House of Representatives, from 2003-2009.

•

During his service with the Clinton administration, Emanuel was part of the failure of Hillarycare,
the forerunner to Obamacare.

•

Emanuel also served on the board of directors at Freddie Mac during the time of the major
Democrat fundraising scandal involving Freddie Mac.

•

Emanuel has two brothers, equally influential in their own right. Dr. Ezekiel Emanuel is a
Harvard-educated bioethicist and one of the main architects of the Obamacare legislation and
effort to pass it. He is the individual most associated with the term “death panels.” In 2014, Dr.
Emanuel authored an infamous essay about the virtues of dying by the age of 75.

•

Ari Emanuel is a Hollywood “superagent” who represents liberal actors (including Ben Affleck
and Matt Damon).

•

Despite Rahm Emanuel’s bona fides as a connected Democrat who is willing to play dirty,
Emanuel could not withstand the force of Obama’s Senior Advisor, Valerie Jarret. The two
clashed, with Jarrett emerging victorious, and Emanuel heading back to Chicago to run for
mayor.
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•

Once safely back in Chicago, Emanuel ran for mayor and was supported by the Obama
administration. In 2011, he replaced the corrupt Richard Daley. He was reelected in 2015 for a
second term, again with administration support.

•

It is remarkable that the litany of scandals involving Obama and Chicago seem to have dried up
since Rahm Emanuel became mayor. Indeed, the administration has a friend and ally at the top
of the Windy City pyramid.

Eric Holder
As Attorney General, Eric Holder has served the role of Obama’s pit bull. Holder’s Department of Justice
has elevated racial agitation to a high art, political correctness to an Orwellian contact sport, and gun
control into a religion. His fingerprints are all over the administration’s various scandals, from Fast and
Furious to Ferguson. Like other administration officials, Holder’s history and actions portray a man
dedicated to overthrowing Constitutional government.
•

Eric Holder was born in the Bronx, New York in 1951. He attended Stuyvesant High School,
Columbia University, and received a JD from Columbia Law School in 1976.

•

In 1970, then-Freshman Holder participated in a five-day “armed takeover” of Columbia
University’s Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) headquarters.

•

During the Clinton administration, Holder was the Deputy Attorney General under Janet Reno.
He had a reputation as fiercely anti-Second Amendment, and in 1995 even advocated
“brainwash[ing] people” (i.e., children) against guns.

•

In February 2009, shortly after being sworn in as Attorney General, Holder called America a
“nation of cowards” for not discussing racial issues enough for his approval.

•

In November 2009, Holder proposed holding the trial of Khalid Sheikh Mohamed (the
mastermind behind the September 11, 2001 attacks) in New York City. This never occurred due
to a backlash from the public. Deaf to the concerns of citizens, in 2014 Holder reiterated that
his position would have been the “right decision.”

•

While Holder clearly believes law-abiding American citizens should not own guns, he had no
problem arming murderous drug cartels. The Bureau of Alcohol, Firearms, Tobacco, and
Explosives, and ultimately Eric Holder’s Justice Department, were behind the crazy idea of
arming Mexican drug cartels with hundreds of automatic weapons without tracking devices.
The Fast and Furious program resulted in the deaths of hundreds, and perhaps thousands, of
innocent Mexicans and Border Patrol Agent Brian Terry.

•

In 2012, Eric Holder became the first Attorney General in American history to be held in
contempt by the House of Representatives, resulting from his refusal to turn over documents
related to the Fast and Furious scandal.
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•

Holder’s Justice Department has suspiciously scrubbed any mention of “Islam” or “Muslims”
from counterterrorism training.

•

Whether it was in Florida or Missouri, when black teenagers were shot in self-defense, Eric
Holder, along with race-baiters Jesse Jackson and Al Sharpton, were there to stir up emotion. In
both cases, the shooters (George Zimmerman and Officer Darren Wilson, respectively) were
initially threatened with civil rights charges from Holder’s DOJ; this, despite Zimmerman being
found not guilty by a jury, and Wilson being no-billed by a grand jury.

•

Holder is a proponent of lighter sentencing, shorter mandatory minimums, and generally freeing
criminals from prison.

•

Holder approved illegal wiretapping/eavesdropping of the American press, including Fox News
and the Associated Press.

•

Journalist Sharyl Attkisson was driven out of CBS News for her inquisitive reporting on Benghazi.
In January 2015, Attkisson accused Holder’s Department of Justice of illegally accessing her
computer to exfiltrate files related to her investigations.

•

Holder’s DOJ has also been instrumental in forcing local communities to accept mosque
construction. According to the Muslim Brotherhood’s Explanatory Memorandum, mosque
construction is the first step in Muslim colonization.

•

For several years until just recently, Holder held a “sword of Damocles” over General David
Petraeus’s head, intending to silence his criticism of Obama’s disastrous Middle East policy.
Petraeus was under investigation and being threatened with felony charges in connection with
an affair he had with a biographer, with whom he allegedly shared classified documents.

David Axelrod
David Axelrod was born in New York City in 1955, the son of two Communists (described by David as
“leftist Democrats”). His mother, Myril Bennett, worked for a Communist-infiltrated newspaper, New
York-based “PM.” His father, Josef Axelrod, was a psychologist and member of the Communist Party
USA. It is for these reasons that Axelrod has been described as a “red diaper baby.”
•

Every tyrant has his propagandist. The propagandist spins lies from half-truths, and the bigger
the lies, the better. For candidate Obama to get elected to political office, indeed for Obama to
rise to the Presidency so quickly and without any qualifying credentials, he needed the expert
public relations advice of a seasoned spin-doctor and manipulator of public opinion. This was
Axelrod.

•

After attending high school at the prestigious Stuyvesant High School in Manhattan (his years
there overlapped Eric Holder’s) Axelrod entered the University of Chicago in 1972. Following his
graduation, he worked as a journalist for the Chicago Tribune.
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•

Axelrod first met Obama in 1992 through Project Vote, a community-organizing program
directed by Obama which dramatically increased black voter turnout.

•

In 2002, Axelrod went to work for Barack Obama as a political consultant, just prior to his run for
the U.S. Senate. The early Obama team was in place.

•

Just prior to the 2008 Presidential campaign, Axelrod, along with Michelle Obama and Valerie
Jarrett, were involved in a “patient dumping” scandal at University of Chicago Hospital. In 2007,
through something called the “Urban Health Initiative,” the “non-profit” hospital made more
than $100 million. The scheme worked by “redirecting” indigent patients to other hospitals, and
thus reserving the beds at University of Chicago Hospital for fully-insured patients.

Maurice Strong
Maurice Strong is the Canadian billionaire at the center of the United Nations’ plan for “sustainable
development.” One of the lead proponents of Agenda 21, this would-be environmental totalitarian
made much of his fortune due to a special deal with the Canadian government. In reality, Strong is an
oil tycoon who is using his connections to governments, George Soros, and the United Nations to
advance an international regulatory regime that would practically end human freedom as we know it.
•

In 1976, Canada’s socialist Prime Minister, Pierre Trudeau, asked Strong to head the newlyformed national oil company, PetroCanada. He leveraged his success at PetroCanada and went
on to assume the Chairmanship of the Canada Development Investment Corporation, “the
holding company for some of Canada’s principal government-owned resources.”

•

Prior to striking it rich through Trudeau, Strong was the first Executive Director of the United
Nations Environmental Program, UNEP.

•

Conceived in 1992, Agenda 21 is an international program for so-called “sustainable
development.” As the principal figure in Agenda 21, Strong’s ambitions are bluntly totalitarian.
They seek to dictate the minutia of daily life ranging from automobile ownership, through how
an individual can use his or her private property, to the inclusion of such restrictive ideas in
school curricula for the purposes of indoctrinating children.

•

One of Strong’s primary partners in Agenda 21 is none other than George Soros, who has
donated millions to implement the agenda on local and municipal levels.

•

For the record, Obama benefactor Nadhmi Auchi’s holdings in BNP Paribas put him in the orbit
of Strong, a fellow energy magnate.

The Chicago Connection
Notwithstanding the intricacies and nuances of Middle Eastern politics and tribal blood feuds, Chicago,
by comparison, is a microcosm of parallel intrigue. For it is through this Midwestern city that Obama’s
personal connections come together in a variety of tangled ways.
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ACORN, Low Income Housing, and ShoreBank
Description: ACORN is a progressive community-organizing group which, through advocacy and politics,
was instrumental in forcing banks to lower mortgage lending standards. This not only contributed to the
housing bubble; it also enabled ShoreBank, a small Chicago-based community bank, to profit from these
loans.*
Players involved: Obamas, Clintons, Valerie Jarrett, Tony Rezko.
•

Obama was once an attorney for ACORN, and Tony Rezko and Valerie Jarrett are both intimately
involved in low income housing in Chicago.

•

Various associates of the Clintons and the Obamas were connected to ShoreBank. When the
housing bubble burst, the Obama administration – in particular, Valerie Jarrett – helped to
organize and steer not only government money but also Goldman Sachs capital into the crony
coffers of ShoreBank.

* Note: ShoreBank failed in 2010, and following an acquisition, is now known as Urban Partnership Bank.
Chicago Red City
Chicago, the urban hub of the Midwest, was, through much of the 20th century, also Communist central.
The city was home to the tireless Communist Frank Marshall Davis, a primary mentor of Barack Obama.
In Chicago, an intricate latticework of labor movements, civil rights organizations, and newspapers all
carried the Soviet line, recruiting fellow travelers and useful idiots who helped advance the cause of
their Soviet utopia.
Players involved: Barack Obama, Frank Marshall Davis, Valerie Jarrett, Bill Ayers, Bernardine Dohrn,
David Axelrod.
•

In the middle of the Chicago web is Valerie Jarrett and her family’s association with the
Communists. Jarrett’s grandfather, Robert Taylor, and her former father-in-law, Vernon Jarrett,
were willing tools of Soviet Russia’s operation in the United States. As noted in Part V, the
journalist Vernon Jarrett worked with Frank Marshall Davis.

•

There are in the Jarrett orbit two other individuals who figure prominently into Obama’s
political career. David Axelrod (whose ties with CPUSA are detailed above) took a job as a
political consultant to Obama in 2002, prior to his run for U.S. Senate. Jarrett and Axelrod met
Obama around the same time (approximately 1992).

•

Jarrett and Axelrod began their political union through their common devotion to Chicago
Mayor Harold Washington. Washington, Communist sympathizer, was backed by the
Democratic Socialists of America, the same Communist-linked party that supported Barack
Obama.
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•

Jarrett’s connection to Bill Ayers, the terrorist who launched Obama’s political career, is more
intimate. In 1966, Jarrett’s mother, Barbara Bowman, founded the Erikson Institute, a graduate
school in child development. Thomas Ayers, Bill’s father, served on the Board of the Erikson
Institute, as did Bill Ayer’s' wife, Bernardine Dohrn.

The Chicago Climate Exchange
Description: The Chicago Climate Exchange (CCX) is a carbon credit exchange that purports to help the
environment by helping to cap carbon emissions and providing a platform on which they can be traded.
In reality, the CCX monetizes capped “carbon emissions” and gives financial value to the carbon credits.
If you’ve ever wondered why it is that the myth of global warming/climate change persists despite an
avalanche of empirical evidence against it, it is for one reason alone: personal enrichment of a clique of
no-growth frauds and liars. Once carbon emission caps are passed into law in the United States or
through a treaty via the United Nations, the value of carbon credits will increase exponentially.
The scale of this operation could potentially rival the total existing financial derivatives market and be
valued in the trillions of dollars.
Players involved: Barack Obama, Valerie Jarrett, Al Gore, George Soros, John Podesta, John Ayers
(brother of Bill), Maurice Strong, Nadhmi Auchi, Henry Paulson, ShoreBank (major shareholder), Franklin
Raines (disgraced former Fannie Mae head).
•

In 2001, the Joyce Foundation funded Bill Ayers’ brother, John Ayers, to found the CCX. (Recall
that the Ayers family has a history in power generation.)

•

Obama was on the Board of Joyce at this time (1994-2002). Valerie Jarret was also on the Board
of the Joyce Foundation, a position she assumed in 2002.

•

Goldman Sachs, which was instrumental in the bailout of ShoreBank, is also a partner in CCX.

•

Also connected to the CCX are George Soros, Valerie Jarrett, Bill Ayers, Al Gore, Maurice Strong,
and Nadhmi Auchi. This story is worthy on its own of a book-length treatment. For the sake of
brevity, a few highlights and key connections will be established to show an array of characters,
from progressives to members of the Muslim Brotherhood, are part of the Obama nexus.

•

Another investment company involved with CCX was Al Gore’s Generation Investment
Management (GIM). In the case of Gore, his connections to Qatar, the Gulf State home of the
Muslim Brotherhood, are apropos. When climate crusader Gore liquidated his failed television
station CurrentTV, he sold it to the Qataris so they could begin airing Al Jazeera America. Qatar,
an energy-rich nation (possessing the world’s third-largest natural gas reserves), has a vested
interest in hobbling America’s domestic energy extraction and production. It is no coincidence
that Qatar hosts climate change conferences.
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•

Approximately one year ago, the White House, in particular the Soros-run Center for American
Progress-connected John Podesta, launched an out-of-the-blue push for climate change
legislation. What went unreported at the time was that in the middle of this aggressive effort,
Podesta met with a Qatari delegation in Washington.

•

Finally, the mysterious Auchi, who snapped up the Pentagon’s power contracts in post-war Iraq,
figures into the picture with fellow billionaire Maurice Strong. Strong’s former company,
Canada’s Power Corporation, happens to be the center of its own web of power, connected to
the United Nations, BNP Paribas (where Auchi was a major shareholder), in the highest echelons
of Canadian government. Strong was a Board member on the CCX.

The Cult of Subud
What could tie together the Muslim Brotherhood, the infiltration of American intelligence agencies, an
undeclared war to establish the Caliphate, a genocide and annihilation of Christian history, enormous
financial benefit to a corrupt political and financial elite, and a president whose own history is more
shadowy than moonlit forest?
In the case of Barack Hussein Obama, the evidence points to a little-known Islamic cult: Subud.
Players involved: Barack Obama, Stanley Ann Dunham, George Soros, Maurice Strong, Loretta Fuddy.
•

Subud was founded in Indonesia in the 1920s by Muhammad Subuh Sumohadiwidjojo, who
claimed to have “received a series of intense and electrifying spiritual experiences that gave him
an inner contact with a Higher Power.”

•

Subuh took the title “Bapak,” Indonesian for “respected father.” In developing Subud, Subuh
was influenced early on by a British military intelligence officer named John G. Bennett, who had
traveled extensively in the Middle East.

•

Though hardly a household name, Subud is not obscure. It has entries in the Encyclopedia of
Islam, The Encyclopedia of Cults, Sects, and New Religions, and has had consultative status with
the United Nations since 1989. There are Subud chapters all around the world, including in New
York City, in close proximity to Washington, D.C., as well as in Hawaii and Chicago.

•

The central teaching of Subud is a process called latihan, which they describe as the
“reappearance of a primordial Power hidden within human beings and all creatures.” Although
latihan is non-denominational, and although Subud has members of all faiths, Subuh was a
Muslim, and many Subud members celebrate Ramadan. Like the Muslim Brotherhood, the
movement actively engages in interfaith activities. Moreover, conversion to Islam is not
uncommon among Subud members.

•

Subud has been a persistent theme in Obama’s life. His mother, Stanley Ann Dunham, was a
member of Subud, a fact mentioned in her biography. An official 2011 Subud Voice newsletter
features an article about and a picture of Stanley Ann and Barack. Moreover, an immigration
document from 1968, an application filled out by Stanley Ann Dunham to extend her 1965
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passport for an additional two years, has the name “Soebarkah” appended to Obama’s name. It
is speculated that “Soebarkah” was young Obama’s Subud name. (Members of the movement
routinely take a Subud name.)
•

Subud also has an incredible connection to the ongoing birth certificate controversy. Following
Donald Trump’s vociferous calls with an offer of $50 million for its public release in 2011, the
State of Hawaii made available Obama’s certificate of live birth (not, as they termed it, his long
form birth certificate). The woman who verified and approved the release of the document was
Hawaii’s State Health Director, Loretta Fuddy.

•

Fuddy was Chairwoman of Subud USA, based in Seattle, from 2006-2008. Consistent with
Obama’s mysterious moniker Soebarkah, Fuddy’s Subud name was “Deliana.” Fuddy, prior to
her appointment to the Hawaii Department of Health, co-authored (with two others) a paper
which was published out of the University of Illinois at Chicago – the university where faculty
lounge politics are under the sway of Professor Bill Ayers.

•

In December, 2013 Fuddy was killed when her plane went down off the coast of Hawaii. The
entire crash was captured on video. Fuddy was the only fatality of the eight people on the
plane.

•

Finally, this treatment of Subud would not be complete without at least a mention of the Central
Intelligence Agency. Part I of The Betrayal Papers noted that the CIA actually courted the
Muslim Brotherhood into its effort to defeat Soviet Communism. Was Subud, which is explicitly
(see page 13) anti-Communist, a Muslim Brotherhood ally of the CIA in Indonesia? After
graduating from Columbia University, Obama himself was employed by Business International
Corp., cited by The New York Times as a CIA-related entity.

The Ties that Bind
What is the glue that ties this motley crew of Obama-connected miscreants together? Here are some
additional cross-over points between Obama and his associates.
•

Why would George Soros have such an affinity for an Islamic supremacy and terrorist
organization? Soros and the Muslim Brotherhood collaborated with Nazi Germany during their
formative years. When it comes to destructive politics in the United States today, from the
disregard of the rule of law to the intimidation of political opponents and private citizens, it is
obvious that the Muslim Brotherhood has a partner in crime in George Soros.

•

The leftist Joyce Foundation also funds the (Soros) Tides Foundation. There is a myriad of
foundations (Joyce, Tides, the Woods Fund, the Chicago Annenberg Challenge, etc.) that
ultimately fund the same leftist causes. They are an intentional shell game designed by
progressives to keep the public in the dark about their motives.

•

Of all the eccentric philanthropic causes, Subud has inexplicably (or not) captured the attention
of both George Soros and Maurice Strong. In 2005, Soros funded Yayasan Usaha Mulia, a Subud
humanitarian effort in Indonesia. Strong, meanwhile, donated land in Colorado to the cult.
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•

Is the residual CIA-Muslim Brotherhood alliance against Communism the key to understanding
the enigmatic and traitorous Obama?

Conclusion
An ancient proverb states, “The fish rots from the head.” So it is with the corrupt and infiltrated
government of the United States. The people, organizations, and schemes mentioned above and
throughout this series of articles are not dispositive of our fate as Americans. They have been named
here only to establish their culpability in the attempted and (thus far) successful destruction of the
country.
Obama is the head of this rotten fish. He is, as Winston Churchill put it, “a riddle wrapped in a mystery
inside an enigma.” With each investigation into his personal history, only more questions are
unearthed. He appears to be a cutout character rather than a man with a true life history. The only
consistency in his story is offered by his associates, all of whom are subversives, many whom are evil.
On one side of him is the Muslim Brotherhood. Every step of the way, the Obama administration has
enabled these terrorists to overthrow friendly governments and form jihadi armies. Today the Middle
East is more volatile than it has been in a century. There is an ongoing genocide of Christians and other
minorities, and a rape of humanity’s common cultural heritage in Mesopotamia.
There now exists a crisis in diplomacy. The Islamic State has effectively dissolved borders, and
Washington’s new ally, Iran, is quickly filling the void. America’s traditional allies in the region (including
Israel, Egypt, Jordan, and Saudi Arabia) do not trust Obama or his destructive minion, John Kerry.
America’s allies in Europe have truly never been so skeptical of Washington. Relations with Russia have
so deteriorated that war threatens.
On the other side of Obama stands a powerful financial cartel led by George Soros. The cartel’s
operations are thoroughly intertwined with the Muslim Brotherhood to such an extent that they
support and fund global Islamic jihad. Soros and his associates, to coin a phrase, are “stratoscrats;” they
answer to no nation’s laws, they operate across borders, and they are the primary actors behind global
regulation by the United Nations. These self-appointed masters of the universe purchase and then use
sovereign countries for their own gain; the United States is their latest and crowning acquisition.
These two sides have prevented any meaningful economic recovery. A nation’s government is supposed
to strengthen the country, but Obama has intentionally done the opposite. We are historically weak
right now, while our enemies grow stronger.
A fifth column is operating the government through regulation of the (formerly) private sector, and deep
penetration of the intelligence and security services. Even the venerable, powerful, and highlyrespected U.S. military has been hobbled by these criminals.
Rome’s greatest statesman, Marcus Tullius Cicero, witnessed the end of the Roman Republic. Before
paying with his life, he spoke to the Roman Senate:
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A nation can survive its fools, and even the ambitious. But it cannot survive treason
from within. An enemy at the gates is less formidable, for he is known and carries his
banner openly. But the traitor moves amongst those within the gate freely, his sly
whispers rustling through all the alleys, heard in the very halls of government itself.
For the traitor appears not a traitor; he speaks in accents familiar to his victims, and
he wears their face and their arguments, he appeals to the baseness that lies deep in
the hearts of all men. He rots the soul of a nation, he works secretly and unknown in
the night to undermine the pillars of the city, he infects the body politic so that it can
no longer resist. A murderer is less to fear.
When a country is captured by traitors who write its laws and punish dissenters, it can rightly be
regarded as a colony. The people can likewise be regarded not as citizens, but as subjects, or slaves.
In 1776, the Colonists fatefully decided to “dissolve the political bands which have connected them with
another, and to assume among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the
Laws of Nature and of Nature's God entitle them.”
The situation we face today is imminently dangerous. We are threatened with the loss of our God-given
freedoms. Though the cost may be high, the American people can still secure the blessings of liberty.
We must. We owe it to posterity.

The entire Betrayal Papers series is available at The American Report.
www.theamericanreport.org
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